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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Dissertation Organization

Likedlessentid sciences, anal~cd chetis~continues toreinvent itself. Moving

beyond its traditional roles of identification and quantification, analytical chemistry is now

expanding its frontiers into areas previously reserved to other disciplines. This work

describes several research efforts that lie at the new interfaces between analytical chemistry

and two of these disciplines, namely materials science and biology. In the materials science

realm, the search for new materials that may have useful or unique chromatographic

properties motivated the synthesis and characterization of electrically conductive sol-gels. In

the biology realm, the search for new surface fabrication schemes that would permit or even

improve the detection of specific biological reactions motivated the design of miniaturized

biological arrays. Collectively, this work represents some of analytical chemistry’s newest

forays into these disciplines.

The introduction section to this dissertation provides a literature review on several of

the key aspects of this work. In advance of the materials science discussion, a brief

introduction into electrochemically-modulated liquid chromatography (EMLC) and sol-gel

chemistry is provided. In advance of the biological discussions, brief overviews of scanning

force microscopy (SFM) and the oxidative chemistry used to construct our biological arrays

are provided. This section is followed by four chapters, each of which is presented as a

separate manuscript, and focuses on work that describes some of our cross-disciplinary

efforts within materials science and biology. This dissertation concludes with a general

summary and future prospectus.

.,-- ,.<.,,.. .,, .....’ :-,: ,
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Literature Review “

The first portion of this literature review provides background information pertinent

to the design and characterization of potential chromatographic stationary phase materials.

Specifically, a brief description of the chromatographic technique relevant to this work is

provided. Next, a brief overview of sol-gel chemistry, the synthetic route used to prepare

these materials, is presented. This portion of this review concludes with background

information describing key aspects of vanadium sol-gel chemistry and conductivity, areas

central to our own work reported in an upcoming chapter.

E1ectrochemically-Modulated Liquid Chromatography (EMLC). In an attempt to

reduce the multiple column nature of separations in liquid chromatography (LC), our

laboratory developed a separation technique termed Electrochemically-Modulated Liquid

Chromatography (EMLC ). 1-8 The primary strength of this technique is its use of,a single or

“universal” column. In liquid chromatography, regardless of the column used, analyte

retention is traditionally manipulated by making changes in the mobile phase composition.

However, in EMLC, the exact opposite is done. Instead of changing the mobile phase, the

station&y phase is changed via potential application. By applying an electrochemical

potential to a conductive stationary phase, the properties of that stationary phase can be

altered to affect a change in analyte retention. Figure 1 illustrates this effect.

In EMLC, the column is directly analogous to the working electrode in a three-

electrode electrochemical cell. When an electrochemical potential equal to the PZC, or

potential of zero charge, is applied to the column, the column is electrically neutral as excess

charge density on the column side of the columnkolution interface is equal to that on the

solution side of that interface. At this potential, analytes interact with the column in a

-.. . . . ...
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Figurel. Theretention mechanism in Electrochemically-Modul ated
Liquid Chromatography (EMLC)

number of modes, such as solvophobic, dipole-dipole, etc. However, when an

electrochemical potential greater than the PZC is applied to the column, the column becomes

positively charged. In this mode, analyte retention of electron-donating species such as an

anion, for example, increases while analyte rgtention of an electron deficient species, such as

a cation, decreases. The opposite effect can be achieved by applying a potential less than the

PZC to the column. In this scenario, the retention of an electron-donating species is

decreased while that of an electron deficient species is enhanced. While this is an admittedly

simple interpretation of EMLC separations, numerous investigations are currently underway

in our laboratory to further elucidate the separation mechanism(s) operating in this technique.

Nevertheless, our laboratory has successfully separated a large number of compounds by

EMLC including alkanes, amino acids, priority pollutants such as polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAHs), and inorganic ions.

The stationary phase currently used in our laboratory is porous graphitic carbon

,-,, :—-.T, X,X ... . .: :.: ,.,.,,, ,,+.: ,, >.. >./ ,, , ,.. ,~m,~,.. ... .,, , . . . . ... ,. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .
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(PGC). While.this material has been used successfully to separate a wide range of

compounds, current research efforts are underway to develop alternative materials that may

have unique or useful separating properties. The synthetic route that we are currently

pursuing to create these alternative materials is sol-gel processing. The next portion of this

section will discuss the chemistry behind this technology.

Sol-Gel Chemistry. Sol-gel chemistry is a rich and extremely diverse field of

synthesis that has been used to create micrometer size spheres,g powders,lo films,l 1 catalytic

supportslz and sensors,ls fiber optics,14 and coatings,15 just to name a few examples. Sol-

gel chemistry involves the acid or base catalyzed hydrolysis and condensation of precursor

molecules to ultimately form porous ceramic and glass materials. Figure 2 illustrates

traditional silicon-based sol-gel chemistry.

During hydrolysis, one or more of the alkoxy groups in the precursor molecule is

replaced by hydroxyl groups to create silanol functionalities. During condensation, siloxane

bonds are formed from silanol functionalities; water and alcohol are by-products of the

reaction. By carefully choosing the starting material, catalyst, water content, and drying

conditions, materials can be created that possess the desired degree of porosity,

hydrophobicity, chemical reactivity or inertness.

Traditional precursors in sol-gel chemistry are alkoxy silane matetials and, in fact,

sol-gel materials derived from such precursors have already been used as stationary phases

for open tubular reverse phase liquid chromatography and open tubular electrokinetic

chromatography. 16 Here, CSand CISfunctionalized alkoxy sikmes have been used to mimic

the hydrophobicity and retention properties of more traditional packing materials constructed

from non sol-gel routes. Successful separations of aromatic hydrocarbons have been

:..- ,--n) . . . !, ,,. .“. -r- .,,: .,.>, ..;L,... , {.!, . .. . ..,.’, - ..- ..,,., ‘ 5-%--. . . .. .
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Figure 2. Overview of sol-gel chemistry

perforrnedlT using these sol-gel columns and in some systems, sol-gel columns appear to

have comparable if not superior reproducibility, resolution, and efficiency to columns

constructed from more traditional stationary phase materials.

It is important to note that the sol-gel stationary phases used in the techniques “

mentioned above cannot be used in EMLC because silicon-based sol-gels are electrical

insulators. EMLC stationary phases must be electrically conductive, thereby requiring the

use of a metal-based sol-gel system. Current research efforts into the construction of

electrically conductive sol-gels are focusing vanadium-based materials. The following

paragraphs of this section discuss the motivation behind the use of vanadium-based materials

and the factors that influence their electrical conductivity.

Vanadium Sol-Gels. The preparation and characterization of electrically conductive

sol-gel materials have recently become active areas of research in sol-gel chemistry and a

-, ..;’,, .,,. . ,., ,-,,,. ,. ..>,,! ,, ,. ., .,, . , , . ...,-,’, .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. ..-, s . , ‘ -. ,. ----
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significant number of reports on this subject have appeared in the scientific literature during

the last several years. Electrically conductive sol-gels have been created from antimony-

doped tin oxide,ls niobium pentoxide,lg cobalt oxides,zo ruthenium and titanium dioxides,zl

cesium and titanium oxides,zz zirconium, scandium, and lanthanide oxides,zq and vanadium

oxides.24-3TAs these references demonstrate, precedence for the creation of these materials

exists in the literature.

In our laboratory, preliminary investigations into the creation of electrically

conductive sol-gels are focusing on vanadium-based materials. Vanadium was chosen as a

starting point for research for four reasons. First, preparation strategies for the creation of

vanadium sol-gel are extensively reported in the literature. Second, vanadium sol-gels have a

rich intercalation chemistry. For example, vanadium sol-gels have been known to intercalated

alkyl amines,qg charge transfer complexes such as tetrathiofulvalene,qg and inorganic

cations.lo It follows, then, that vanadium sol-gel stationary phases may prove to useful in

separating these types of compounds. Third, the conductivity of vanadium sol-gels, ranging

from semiconductor regime to the metallic regime, has been well characterized in the

literature. Finally, vanadium alkoxy precursors are commercially available, an attribute that

makes the creation of vanadium-based materials attractive. For these reasons, among others,

vanadium sol-gels have been widely used as anti-static coatings,ll humidity sensors,ll liquid

crystals,ql cathodes,3T oxidation catalysts,42 and even glucose biosensors.zG

The conductivity of vanadium sol-gels is strongly dependent upon several factors,

including vanadium-to-oxygen stoichiometry, oxidation state of the vanadium centers, and

water content. Each one of these factors will be briefly introduced below to provide a

rational for the vanadium sol-gel preparation strategies that will presented in a subsequent

,? ,~7,.-Trv7-Tz-. ,, ,’z’r-- . . . . . .. ..?’--.., . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . —. ..—.
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data chapter.

Vanadium forms numerous oxide phases43744ranging from the fully oxidized

pentoxide, V205, to the monooxide, VO. Furthermore, the conductivity of the oxides varies

greatly. For example, vanadium pentoxide is an n-type semiconductors with a band gap of

approximately 2 eV,46 whereas vanadium monooxide exhibits metallic conductivity.47

Therefore, sol-gel preparation strategies that favor formation of high vanadium-to-oxygen

stoichiometries will be employed.

In addition to oxide stoichiometry, the oxidation state of vanadium within vanadium

sol-gels also affects the conductivity (o) of these materials. This dependence is particularly

well documented in the case of vanadium pentoxide. The electrical conductivity in V205

arises via a polaron hopping from a vanadium center of lower oxidation state, typically 4+, to

a completely oxidized vanadium center in the 5+oxidation state. In these materi&ls, the

higher the vanadium 4+content, the more conductive the material. For example, a vanadium

xerogel with a V(lV) of 1%, o = 4 x 10-5Q-l cm-l. However, when V(IV) is 10%, o = 3 x

10-3Q-l cm-*.48 Here, a one order of magnitude increase in V(IV) results in an approximate

two order of magnitude increase in conductivity. Therefore, preparation strategies that

.
preserve or even enhance reduced oxidation states of vanadium are important.

In addition to oxide stoichiometry and the amount of vanadium in the 4+ oxidation

state, the water content of vanadium sol-gels is also an extremely important parameter

affecting the conductivity of these materials. When dried in the laboratory’ ambient,

vanadium sol-gels contain intercalated water molecules within its layered structure. When

the material is heated, the water separating the layers is removed and the conductivity of the

,

, ,r,x,!.!T,,..ircim.mT,> >.,-. ..!. . . . + ,... ,. . . . . . . . . . ...-” ,ri??, w. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . —.
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material is enhanced most likely due to the formation of V-O-V bonds between Iayers.so

Therefore, the preparation strategies pursued in an upcoming data chapter will involve a

drying step.

To summarize, sol-gel chemistry can be used to create electrically conductive

materials, the conductivity of which is dependent upon several factors including the

vanadium-to-oxygen stoichiometry, the oxidation state of the vanadium center, and water

content. Manipulation of each of these parameters is possible and allows the creation of a

material with the desired conductivity.

The final portion of this literature review provides background information pertinent

to the interrogation and fabrication of miniaturized biological arrays. Specifically, an

overview of scanning force microscopy (SFM), the primary tool used to interrogate the

biological surfaces presented in future data chapters, is given. Next, a brief overview of the

chemistry used to construct arrays amenable to interrogation by SFM is presented. Finally,

this section will introduce the use of the topographic imaging capabilities of SFM to perform

height-based chemical and biochemical analysis. This section will then conclude with a

dissertation overview and references.

Scanning Force Microscopy (SFM). The introduction of the atomic force

microscope (AFM), also known as the scanning force microscope (SFM), in 1986 by Binnig,

Quate, and Gerber@ has revolutionized the field of surface science. SFM and its numerous

variations have been used to measure interaction forces between single molecules,s@sQmap

the chemical composition of surfaces,55-5g and to image the topography of DNA60-65and its

complexesbb-bs with a degree of resolution unimaginable only about a decade ago.

A SFM consists of four major components: a cantilever-mounted tip, a piezoelectric

-...<:,: -r-T% ,
,, -..,!-.~, j . ,.,..,~ . ...?... ,:, ., .,..,. . . .,., . .,, ... ., ,.. -}: $,,’. >. ...,. ... ._, ., ..,,,?,.. ~.. -
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micropositioner, a cantilever deflection sensor, and an electrical feedback mechanism for the

micropositioner. The most popular mode of detecting cantilever deflection, which is

depicted in an instrument schematic in Figure 3, uses an optical lever and a quadrant,

position-sensitive photodiode. This detection system can be used to follow the normal

displacement (vertical motion) and the torsion (lateral motion) of the cantilever

simultaneously.

Photodiode detector
(vertical motion)

/

l~r4+”-i----c

Photodiode detector
(lateral motion) “

-w.—— ,-

. I
-23

:.:..

I
&70:e~ectrie,.:scanner I

“.-””“L..~:-,’----,,.-

Figure 3. The components of an optical lever scanning force microscope

In Figure 4, a scanning electron micrograph of a commercially available,

microfabricated silicon nitride (Si3Nd)cantilever with a pyramidal tip is shown. Since

normal spring constants (kN)for cantilevers are 0.01-100 N/m and instrumental sensitivities

for normal deflection are -0.01 nm, the corresponding limits in force detection are

10-13-10-8N.@ These limits reflect a combination of the thermal excitation of the cantilever
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\ Cantilever
Pyramidal
Si3N4 tip

Figure 4. A scanning electron micrograph of a commercially available
Si3N4cantilever

as well as optical and electrical noise.

SFM can be operated in various modes. The most popular instrumental mode of SFM

is the contact mode where the tip is brought into physical contact with the sample. The

micropositioners are slaved to the feedback electronics in order to maintain a preset imaging

parameter (e.g., force) that is monitored by the vertical deflection sensor while the sample

is scanned under the tip, or vice versa. Two-dimensional plots of the feedback signal are

then used to develop a topographic image of the sample. A map of surface composition, for

example, can be constructed if there are differences in topography that can be directly

correlated with compositional andor other structural expectations.

Although contact mode SFM has been used extensively for chemical mapping

analysis, there are occasions where lower imaging forces, such as in the characterization of

soft biological and polymer materials, are required. That is, highly compliant samples may

—--r--~ f! . .. ?.., .. . . . . . .,- ,. . . . . . . .:.. . .—. - .-
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be destructively and therefore unreliably imaged at the shear forces operative in contact

mode imaging. Tapping mode SFM (TM-SFM) reduces this problem by periodically

“tapping” the surface with the tip as the sample is translated under the tip.T@7z In this mode,

the oscillation of the cantilever is driven at or near its resonant frequency via a piezoelectric

crystal. The changes in oscillation amplitude during scanning are used to map topography.

Moreover, the phase changes of the oscillation during a scan can be recorded as phase images

that are related to variations in adhesion, friction, and/or viscoelasticity.72-74

The next portion of this literature review will discuss a particular strategy employed

in subsequent data chapters to control the chemical landscape of surfaces. This strategy,

based on the photooxidation of alkanethiolate monolayer on gold, is very amenable to

interrogation by SFM. Here, a brief overview of the pertinent chemistry will be provided as

well as a description of the use of SFM to perform height-based analysis.

Photopatterning of Alkanethiolate Monolayers on Gold. An important issue when

preparing substrates for chemical analysis by SFM is the design of the chemical landscape.

Techniques that provide for the control over the placement or delivery of chemical reagents

and calibration standards onto discrete regions of a surface are critical. Ideally, this

localization would be done within the typical scan area of SFM so that both reaction and

calibration information can be gained in a single scan.

One method that provides for localization is photolithography. Photolithography

involves the irradiation of a surface comprised of photolabile groups through a photomask,

which chemically transforms the irradiated areas and results in a compositionally-patterned

surface. One of the more popular photolithoj$aphic systems in this area involves the

photooxidation of alkanethiolate monolayer on gold.T$TT Figure 5 represents the ideal
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Figure5. Idealized representation ofmdknetiiolate monolayer on Au(lll)
Reproduced from ref. 82.

structure of these monolayer on gold. There are effectively three regions to the monolayer

film: 1) the adsorbate-substrate interface; 2) adsorbate; and 3) the adsorbate-environment

interface.

The portion of the monolayer most pertinent to photolithography is the adsorbate-

substrate interface. Chemisorption of organosulfur precursors onto gold results in the

formation of a thiolate bond, the strength of which is -40 kcal/mol.TS-80 Thus, these surfaces

are relatively robust and stable. With this system, ultraviolet radiation in the presence of

oxygen converts the gold-bound thiolate to various oxygenated forms of sulfur

(e.g., RSO~).gl These oxygenated forms of sulfur weakly adhere to gold and are readily
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rinsed from the surface with many organic solvents, such as ethanol, acetone, or

tetrahydrofuran.

We have used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids as masks, where the

mesh size of the grid defines the size and shape of the irradiated area. For example,

irradiation of an octadecanethiolate (ODT) modified gold surface through a 2000 mesh grid

followed by ethanol rinsing creates bare gold squares 7.5 pm x 7.5 ~m in dimension that are

surrounded by intact ODT grids 5.0 ~m wide.ga These exposed gold squares can then be

back-filled with an alkanethiol that has a different terminal group (e.g., a terminal group that

can function as a coupling agent), thereby providing spatial control over the placement of

reactants on a surface.

Using the photopatterning of alkanethiol monolayer on gold, our group has recently

demonstrated the ability of SFM to conduct height-based irnmunoassays in situ and in real-

time using compositionally patterned antigen arrays.ga Substrates composed of micrometer-

sized square regions of antigen addresses were prepared by reacting rabbit IgG to a gold-

bound coupling agent. These antigen-modified addresses were separated by grid regions that

were composed of a hydrophobic octadecanethiolate monolayer. The addition of Tween 80

surfactant to the buffer solution upon the addition of goat anti-rabbit IgG antibody resulted in

the strong minimization of nonspecific protein adsorption to the grid regions. This absence

allowed the grid regions to function as an internal reference plane for the increase in height

observed upon antigen-antibody binding in buffer solution. An approximate doubling in

height of the antigen-modified regions from -4 nm to -8 nm occurred upon addition of

antibody, consistent with the formation of a single antigen-antibody layer. Addition of a

nonspecific antibody (e.g. goat anti-bovine IgG) to the antigen arrays did not result in a

: —,..w?’?-z?:z-rm. . . . . .. . , ----- ., ,,. .,. .>,,... . .<,..>,.<.-,,,, .,(. ., ,,, . . . . ., . . . ,., , .,.+.,, ,., . .,, ,.. . ,,. . . . . . ,, ,,, ,. ,7 ...-.. ,. ...-----
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subsequent height increase. Real-time monitoring revealed that the increase in height was

complete in -5 rein, consistent with earlier antigen-antibody binding studies.gQ

The work described in three upcoming chapters expands the use of the SFM height-

based assay. Specifically, Chapter 3 describes the use of the SFM probe tip to detect

increases in height consistent with the binding of a solution antibody to an antigenic surface

comprised of antibody fragments. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the use of the SFM probe tip to

detect height decreases consistent with the sequence specific cleavage of immobilized

oligonucleotides by a restriction enzyme in solution.

To summarize, SFM and its variants have proven invaluable to the study of interracial

structure and chemical phenomena. Moreover, the photopatterning of alkanethiolate

monolayer on gold permits the placement of reactants and calibration standards within a

single SFM scan, thereby allowing a degree of control over the chemical architecture of

surfaces. Together, these techniques allow for the topographic imaging of surfaces, anew

diagnostic tool capable of evaluating specific chemical and biochemical interactions.

Dissertation Overview

Centered on the main themes presented above, the body of this dissertation is divided

into four data chapters. Each chapter is presented as a separate manuscript. Chapter 2

describes the synthesis and characterization of electrically conductive sol-gels derived from

the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of a vanadium alkoxide. In addition to conductivity data,

results from characterizations using infrared spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, and X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy will presented. Chapter 3 reports the construction of novel

antigenic immunosensing platforms of increased epitope density using antibody fragments.

,-,,.,.,,>--.?~,,..,,,..-.,>. .. ,.,. . ... ..- ... ., ...... ... ....,,.,,, .... , . ,.-....>... ...-4.. ‘ ,-rm.-, y .!. . . . . . . . . .. A..,....- . . - ,- —-.
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Here, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), thin-layer cell (TLC) and confocal

fluorescence spectroscopes, and scanning force microscopy (SFM) are employed to

characterize the fragment-substrate interaction, to quantify epitope density, and to

demonstrate fragment viability and specificity. Chapter 4 introduces a novel fabrication

scheme for the production of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) microarrays suitable for

screening specific protein: dsDNA interactions using scanning force microscopy (SFM). The

restriction enzyme ECOR1 is used as a model protein for this investigation. Chapter 5

explores more fully the microarray fabrication process described in Chapter 4. Specifically,

experiments characterizing the effect of oligonucleotide topography on deposition conditions

as well as array density are presented. Chapter 6 presents general conclusions regarding the

work presented in this dissertation and speculates on its extension.
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CHAPTER 2. THE EFFECT OF ACID AND DRYING CONDITIONS
ON THE CONDUCTIVITY OF VANADIUM SOL-GELS DERIVED

FROM THE ACID-CATALYZED HYDROLYSIS OF A VANADIUM
ALKOXIDE

A manuscript in preparation for submission to Chemistry of Materials

Janese C. O’Brien,l David T. Peterson,2’3and Marc D. Porterl’4

ABSTRACT

We report herein our attempts to increase the electrical conductivity of vanadium sol-

gels derived from the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of tri-n propoxide vanadium oxide by

manipulating the acidic and drying conditions used during processing. We observed that the

identity and concentration of acid used to initiate hydrolysis had a significant impact on

conductivity. We theorize that several factors are responsible for this observation, including

redox chemistry, the extent of hydrolysis of alkoxy side chains within the alkoxide precursor,

and trace level impurities. In addition, the conductivity of vanadium sol-gels is dependent

upon the heating conditions used to remove both physisorbed and chemisorbed water and

those used to create materials of higher vanadium-oxygen stoichiometry. Specifically, the

conductivity of vanadium sol-gels can be increased -18,000 times by controlling carefully

the heating conditions used during processing. In addition to four-probe conductivity data,

results from characterizations using infrared spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, and X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy will be described.
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INTRODUCTION

Sol-gel chemistry is a diverse field of synthesis that has been exploited to create

micrometer size spheres,l powders,z films,g catalytic supportsd and sensors,s fiber optics,G

and coatings,T just to name a few examples. Sol-gel chemistry involves the acid- or base-

catalyzed hydrolysis and condensation of chemical precursors to form ultimately porous

ceramics and glasses. ~raditional precursors in sol-gel chemistry are silicon-based materials.

In recent years, however, sol-gels derived from transition metal systems have been explored

in a variety of fields. Unlike their silicon counterparts, sol-gels based on some transition

metals are electrically conductive, including those created from antimony-doped tin oxide,g,g

niobium pentoxide,lo cobalt oxide,l 1ruthenium ahd titanium dioxides,lz cesium and

titanium oxides,lg and vanadium oxides.s~lQ-zg Sol-gels derived from vanadium oxides have

been used as anti-static coatings,go humidity sensors,go liquid crystals,gl cathodes,gz glucose

biosensors,zl and oxidation catalysts.lsjsg~sd

Our efforts to create electrically conductive sol-gel materials have focused on the

acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of vanadium alkoxides, specifically tri-n propoxide vanadium

oxide, in an attempt to create an electrochemically stable host material for the encapsulation

of redox transformable species. Vanadium-based sol-gels were chosen because of their well-

established conductivitylG~lT>19~2G~3sand rich intercalation chemistry,lg~3G-44attributes

hypothesized to be of importance for our intended purpose. This paper reports our attempts

to increase the conductivity of vanadium sol-gels by optimizing the acidic and drying

conditions used during synthesis. While numerous reports on the creation of vanadium sol-

gels by other synthetic routes (e.g., quick quenching or splat-cooling of molten V2054S-4T

.
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and the polymerization of decavanadate acid prepared from vanadium saltslg~2T>4S-s1) have

appeared, only a few deal with the properties of vanadium sol-gels derived from alkoxide

precursors. 14~22~23~33~34Y!2-55To our knowledge, the results herein are the first report on the

effect of acidity on the conductivity of vanadium sol-gels derived from alkoxide precursors.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals. Tri-n propoxide vanadium oxide was purchased from Gelest and the

vanadium oxides V205 and V204 were purchased from Aldrich. All acids (ACS reagent

grade) and n-propanol (HPLC-grade) were purchased from Fisher. All chemicals were used

as received. Water was purified with a Millipore Mili-Q water system.

Sol-Gel Preparation. In a typical experiment, 1 mL of the vanadium alkoxide and

1 mL of n-propanol (n-PrOH) were mixed in a 20 mL scintillation vial. In a second vial,

1 mL of purified water and the desired amount of strong acid (if used) were mixed. The - .

molar ratios of alkoxide:H20:n-PrOH are 1:12.6:3. The aqueous solution was then added

dropwise to the alkoxide-alcohol mixture with vigorous swirling. Immediately upon

addition, the portion of the alkoxide-alcohol mixture contacted by the aqueous mixture

turned into a bright red viscous gel that subsequently turned into a dark red opaque solid

within a few hours. The sample was then chied in the laboratory ambient for varying periods ‘

of time. Typically, a sample would turn dark green after-2 days of drying and then dark

blue or black -2 days later. This color transition from red to dark green to blue or black is

very characteristic of a reduction in the oxidation state of the vanadium centers within the

sol-geL50~55

.7,,J -- Ti~ .,:-., J ,,’ ,..%: ,s;2-. . 4 ,C , , ,.,,., . —.. . . .. .. .. . . ,f,-. . .. . . . . . . .,? +-,. /, .,,..., . . . . — .-,.
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Instrumentation. A horizontal tube furnace attached to a vacuum manifold line was

used to heat all sol-gel samples. After ambient drying for a desired length of time, samples

were ground using an agate mortar and pestle and placed into quartz crucibles that were then

inserted into a quartz reaction tube. The tube was then evacuated to <1 mTorr and

subsequently filled to -500 Torr with the desired gas.

The conductivity of the resulting powders was determined using the home-built

device illustrated in Figure 1. The device is designed to operate like a four-point probe in

that the voltage drop across a fixed distance (1)of the sample is measured as a function of

applied current. The device consists of a plexiglass tube threaded on both ends to

accommodate brass screws which, when inserted into the tube, are separated by a gap of

0.40 cm. Two platinum wires (99.9%, diameter 0.25 mm, Aldrich) are inserted -2 mm into

this gap via holes drilled perpendicular to the long axis of the tube. The wires are separated

by 2.0 mm and are held firmly in position with epoxy.

For the conductivity determinations, the sol-gel is first ground into a powder using an

agate mortar and pestle. With one screw threaded into the tube, the powder is inserted into

the open side of the tube and then pressed into a small pellet as the second screw is threaded

into the tube. The surface area (As) of a screw contacting the pellet is 0.080 cm2. A

galvanostat (Amel model 2056) is used to pass a DC current (i.pP)through the brass screws

and the resulting voltage drop (AV) across the material is measured at the Pt wires using a

multimeter. A plot of AV versus i~PPvia eqn. 1 can then be used to determine the

conductivity (o),

iapp● 1
0“

A. ● Av
[1]
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where o has units of Q-l cm-l.

To evaluate the reproducibility of this measurement, a sample was packed into the

device, its conductivity detemnined, and the sample was removed from the device and

repacked to repeat the measurement. This procedure was repeated twice to obtain three

measurements of the conductivity for each sample. We note that when the direction of i~PP

was reversed, there was no evidence of polarization.

Infrared spectra were acquired with a Nicolet 750 FT-IR spectrometer that was

purged with boil-off from liquid Nz. All measurements used a liquid N2-cooled HgCdTe

detector. Samples were mixed with potassium bromide (99+% lW-lR grade, Aldrich) and

pressed into pellet form using a hydraulic press. Pellets were then mounted in the

spectrometer using standard pellet holder accessories.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data were obtained using a Physical

Electronics Industries 5500 surface analysis system, equipped with a hemispherical analyzer,

torridal monochromator, and multichannel detector. The sampling area was -2 mrn2. A pass

energy of 187.85 eV was used with a resolution of-0.3 eV. Monochromatic Al Kct radiation

(1486.6 eV) at 250-W was used for excitation. Photoelectrons were collected at 45° from the

surface normal, with an acquisition time of less than 15 min. The C(ls) peak served as the

internal reference for binding energies. The base pressure of the XPS chamber was less than

9 x 10-10Torr during all analyses. Spectral deconvolution of the V(2p3i2)feature was

restricted to a 2-component system using Gaussian peak profiles.

X-ray powder diffraction experiments were performed at the Molecular Structure

Laboratory housed in the University’s Chemistry Department using a Scintag XRD 2000

diffractometer with a Cu (lambda 1.5418 ~) radiation source.

-T’wE.:~ .-4 ,;., .8.; :s..> ,,-:.%$~~ . .. . . . ..,, . , ... .-. . -.. : ,.,. .!+ .,,. .,, . . ,,. .- , . ?.., ., . . . ,...,,. --. ..— . . . . . -1
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The conductivity of vanadium sol-gels is dependent upon several factors, including

the oxidation state of the vanadium center,2Q~2b32gthe water content of the sol-gel,lb~zsjzg and

the vanadium-oxygen stoichiometry.sb The fully oxidized vanadium oxide, V205, is an n-

type semiconductors with a bandgap of-2 eV. 16Y1THowever, the monooxide, VO, has

metallic-type conductivity.5T The effects of all of these parameters were investigated in our

attempts to enhance the conductivity of vanadium sol-gels.

Effect of Acid on the Conductivity of Vanadium SoI-Gels. Tri-n propoxide

vanadium oxide undergoes acid-catalyzed hydrolysis in a manner directly analogous to

alkoxy silanes.sg In fact, vanadium is much more electropositive than silicon and can

undergo hydrolysis without a catalyst. However, when used, the identity and concentration

of acid has a notable impact on the conductivity of the resulting sol-gel. Figure 2 plots AV vs

&P for vanadium sol-gels catalyzed with various acids; the Figure also contains a plot for a

sample prepared without acid to serve as a control. The slope of these plots is inversely

proportional to the conductivity of the samples. when HZS04 is used as the Catalyst

(Fig. 2A), the conductivity of the material decreases with respect to the control sample

(Fig. 2B). However, when either HN03 (Fig. 2C,D,F) or HC1 (Fig. 2E,G) are used, the

conductivity of the resulting sol-gel increases with respect to the control (Fig. 2B).

Specifically, when equal moles of tri-n propoxide vanadium oxide and HC1 are used (Fig.

2G), the conductivity of the sol-gel increases -25 times.

We attribute these observations to several factors, all of which are well documented

in the literature. Previous work demonstrated that when strong acids were used to catalyze

the hydrolysis of vanadium alkoxides, all of the alkoxy groups were removed.22 However, in

-—.. -.,---—--,.. . ~+.
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the absence of strong acid catalysts, evidence supported the persistence of non-hydrolyzed

vanadium alkoxy moieties even in the presence of excess water.ss These findings suggest

that strong acid catalysts are necessary to ensure complete hydrolysis. We theorize that non-

hydrolyzed alkoxy groups maybe present in the control sample, reducing the conductivity by

preventing optimal crosslinking within the structure. Therefore, the use of strong acid

catalysts, e.g., HCI, HN03, or H2S04, would ensure the more exhaustive completion of the

hydrolysis of the starting alkoxide, yielding sol-gels with higher conductivity. We believe

that this theory explains the data obtained from the HN03-catalyzed samples. However, our

results, which show that the identity of the acid influences the conductivity of sol-gels,

suggest that other factors are also operating in the HC1 and H2S04 systems.

We speculate that when HC1is used as a catalyst, in addition to ensuring the effective

hydrolysis of the vanadium alkoxide, chloride ion reduces vanadium centers. This reduction

results in the increased conductivity of these samples with respect to the HN03-treated

samples. As mentioned, sol-gels with vanadium centers in reduced oxidation states are more

conductive than those in which all vanadium centers are fully oxidized. We theorize that in

samples treated with HC1, a portion of V(V) is converted to V(IV) with the concurrent

oxidation of the chloride ion. Our speculation is supported by reports in the literature that

document this phenomena. Vanadium (V) compounds are moderately strong oxidizing

agentssg and chlorine gas is evolved when V205 is dissolved in HC1.S9 Further, when HCI

was used to catalyze the hydrolysis of vanadia-silica zerogels, electron spin resonance

verified the slow reduction of V(V) to V(IV).60 Finally, we note that HC1 is often used as a

reductant in the preparation of vanadium-phosphorus catalysts from V205.G1$Z

‘,
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A different process is likely at work in HzS04-treated samples. Samples catalyzed

with H2S04 are less conductive (Pig. 2A) than the control (Fig. 2B). We speculate that while

H2S04 drives the conversion of starting alkoxide to completion, sulfur from the acid may

contaminate the sol-gels. Reports where H2S04 was used to initiate hydrolysis of titanium

and zirconium alkoxides observed via X-ray fluorescence large concentrations of sulfur in

the product.G3 In addition, vanadia-based materials hydrolyzed with H2S04 showed

significantly decreased catalytic performance when compared to samples hydrolyzed with

HN03,3Qresulting in speculation that the decrease in catalytic performance arose from

sulfur-inhibition of the active vanadium sites within the material. Because reduced vanadium

centers are responsible for both the catalytic properties of vanadia-based catalysts and

increased material conductivity, processes that decreases the catalytic activity of these

materials would most likely reduce their conductivity as well.

Based on these results, an alkoxide:HCl molar ratio of 1:0.5 was used in all

subsequent experiments. Although an alkoxide:HCl molar ratio of 1:1 and an alkoxide

HN03 molar ratio of 1:5 yielded samples with a higher conductivity than a 1:0.5 HC1molar

ratio, the latter was used because of its ease of handling. The former samples had a softer

consistency even after -2 months of drying in the laboratory ambient which complicated

subsequent characterizations.

Effect of Heat in Various Gas Environments on the Conductivity of Vanadium

Sol-Gels. We next investigated the effect of drying conditions on the conductivity of

vanadium sol-gels. When dried in the laboratory ambient, vanadium oxide gek have a

layered structure that contains both physisorbed and chemisorbed water within the interlayer

spacing.zg Physisorbed water can be removed by heating up to 180 0C.28 Removal of
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chemisorbed water occurs at 300 ‘C and yields a crystalline materia14gof increased

conductivity because of more extensive V-O-V bonding between layers.zg When heated in

air, the conductivity of vanadium sol-gels decreases dramatically as oxidation of reduced

vanadium centers occurs. Therefore, to either preserve or enhance the amount of reduced

vanadium centers, heating must be done in anon-oxidizing environment. This section

examines the conductivity of vanadium sol-gels heated in either H2, a reducing gas, or He, a

control gas.

Figure 3 plots AV vs iappfor HC1-catalyzed vanadium sol-gels after drying to either

200 “C or 350 “C in a H2 or He environment. When heated at 200 “C for 2 hours in either He

(Fig. 3B) or Hz (Fig. 3C), sample conductivity increased by nearly two orders of magnitude

when compared to the control sample (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, the conductivity of the

samples heated in either H2 or He are statistically indistinguishable. This finding argues that

H2 treatment under these conditions is not reducing vanadium centers, suggesting that a

change in oxidation state is not responsible for the increase in conductivity.

Inspection of samples heated to 350 “C shows a further increase in conductivity. In

contrast to 200 “C, the identity of the gas at 350 ‘C had a strong effect on the conductivity of

the sol-gel. Samples heated in H2 (Fig. 3E) were -16 times more conductive than those

heated in He (Fig. 3D) and 1000 times more conductive than the control (Fig. 3A). If the

loss of chemisorbed water was alone responsible for conductivity of these samples, one

would expect the conductivity of the samples to be similar. This finding, however, suggests

that reduction of vanadium centers maybe occurring during the H2 treatment, which would

account for the increase in conductivity over the He-treated samples.
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To examine structural changes in vanadium sol-gels upon heating, characterizations

using infrared (II?) spectroscopy were conducted. Figure 4 presents a series of spectra

obtained in KBr for the different sol-gels. The upper trace (Fig. 4A) is the spectra obtained

from the control sample, that is, one dried only in the laboratory ambient and not subjected to

further drying. Only the V=O vibration, centered at 998 cm-*,is visible and its position

agrees well with reported literature values for hydrated vanadium sol-gels.a The spectra

obtained for the sample heated to 200 ‘C (Fig 4B), is similar to that obtained for the control

and also contains the V=O vibration near 1000 cm-l.

There are, however, dramatic differences upon heating samples to 350 ‘C (Fig. 4C).

First, the V=O vibration is blue shifted by -28 cm-l to 1027 cm-l. This shift reflects the loss

of water within the sample and is consistent with reported values for dehydrated samples.64

Also, the width of the spectral feature for the vibration is diminished, indicating a more

homogeneous chemical environment after removal of water.

In addition to changes in the V=O stretch, new spectral features appear which can be

assigned to V-O-V stretches. These vibrations arise from increased interlayer bonding as

intercalated water is removed. Assignment of these peaks to particular V-O-V vibrations is

dil%cult because X-ray diffraction of samples heated in this manner reveal the presence of a

mixture of oxides including V205, V204, and V@g (data not shown). These vibrational

features are sharpened in samples heated to 530 “C (Fig. 4D) and provide further evidence of

interlayer bonding.

In an attempt to further increase the conductivity of vanadium sol-gels, we @so

examined the effect of heating to higher temperatures. Above -500 “C, dissociation of the

oxide begins, altering the vanadium-oxygen stoichiometry. There are at least 13 oxides of
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vanadiumcs ranging from the fully oxidized pentoxide, V205, to the monooxide, VO, and, in

general, the higher the ViO ratio, the more conductive the oxide. Specifically, we attempted

to create vanadium trioxide, V203, by the following reaction:

V205 + 2H2
6000C–6500C

>V203 + 2H20

Although our sol-gel product appears by X-ray powder diffraction analysis to be a mixture of

oxides after 2 hat 350 “C in H2 (data not shown), it does contain a significant amount of

V205. Therefore, we theorized that by heating in a second step such a sample to 650 “C in

H2 for 2 hrs, the trioxide could be obtained.

Figure 5 is the XRD spectra of a vanadium sol-gel sample after using the two-step”

heating process just described, i.e., a second heating at 650 ‘C for 2 h in H2 after the initial

350 ‘C heating for 2 h in the same gas. After such treatment, the material is very crystalline

and exhibits a sharp diffraction pattern. Analysis of the spectrum reveals that all features

match those of the reference V203 spectrum (not shown).

To characterize changes in vanadium oxidation states upon heating, characterizations

using XPS were conducted. Figure 6 is a series of XPS spectra showing the V(2p) binding

region for sol-gels treated with the one-step and two-step heating processes. Spectra for

commercially available v@5, and V@A are also included, for reference. The V(2p) region is

characterized by a doublet (i.e., V(2pUz)and V(2p3/Z))between 510 and 530 eV that arises

from spin-orbit coupling.cc-cg The V(2p312)centered near 517 eV band is often used to

characterize vanadium oxidation state, where broadening on the lower energy side of this

peak is indicative of reduced vanadium species. Inspection of the V(2p312)for the V205

~standard (Fig. 6A) reveals a symmetric V(2psJz)peak with no evidence of shoulders. In
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contrast, inspection of the V(2p3JZ)peak for the other samples (Fig. 6B-D) reveals identifiable

shouldering toward the lower energy side, indicating the presence of vanadium in lower

oxidation states.

To gain a more quantitative understanding of vanadium oxidation state, spectral

deconvolution of the V(2p3iZ)peak in Fig. 6B-D was performed using the restrictions

described in the Experimental section. The higher binding energy component of the V(2psn)

feature can be assigned to V(V) while the lower energy component represents vanadium in a

lower oxidation state. While an exact assignment of the reduced oxidation state is difficult,@

a comparison of the area under the lower binding energy component with respect to the area

of the entire V(2p3J2)peak reveals that reduced oxidation state(s) of vanadium comprise 12%,

20%, and 87% of all vanadium in V204 and sol-gels heated with the one-step and two-step

processes, respectively. This trend in composition is consistent with that seen in the

conductivity data.

Evaluation of the conductivity of the sample treated by the two-step heating process

as described above revealed a conductivity of 5.2* 0.5 S2-1cm-l (n = 4), a value that

remained constant even after exposure to the laboratory ambient for 25 h. This value of

conductivity represents a significant improvement over that of samples not subjected to such

treatment.

,. >--.......?.>... ,W- .-— - . ..-. . . .,
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We observed that the identity and concentration of acid used to initiate hydrolysis of

tri-n propoxide vanadium oxide had a significant impact on conductivity. While all strong

acid ensure more complete hydrolysis of the alkoxy groups within the precursor with respect

to the no-acid control, addition factors are responsible for observed differences among the

acids. We theorize that redox chemistry is at work in the HC1-catalyzed samples and

increases the reduced vanadium content of the sol-gels, whereas sulfur contaminants from

H2S04-catalyzed samples inhibit reduced vanadium centers and decrease the conductivity of

the sol-gels. In contrast, HN03-catalyzed samples do not exhibit redox chemistry or

contaminants and, therefore, have a conductivity intermediate to that of the other acids but

one that is higher than that of the control. The conductivity of vanadium sol-gels is also

dependent upon the heating conditions used to remove physisorbed and chemisorbed water.

Specifically, samples treated in H2 to 350 ‘C for 2 h displayed increased V-O-V bonding and

a conductivity-1000 times greater than that of the control. Further increases in conductivity

were obtained by heating samples previous treated in Hz at 350 ‘C for 2 h to 650 ‘C for 2 h

in the same gas. This treatment created V203 sol-gels of high crystallinity that contained a

significant portion of reduced vanadium, as determined by XPS. Further work in this area

will examine more fully the role of strong acids in the hydrolysis process and also pursue

alternative heating strategies to further increase the conductivity of these materials.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Conductivity Device. The device consists of a plexiglass tube threaded on both

ends to accommodate brass screws. When inserted, the screws (surface area (AS)

0.080 cm2) are separated by a gap of 0.40 cm. Powder samples are inserted into this

gap and contacted on opposite ends by the screws. Conductivity data is obtained via

the four probe method bypassing a DC current (i,PP)through the screws and

measuring the voltage drop (AV) within the material at two platinum wires inserted

into the material and held at a fixed distance of 2.0 mm from each other (1).

Figure 2. Effect of Acid on the Conductivity of Vanadium Sol-Gels. Samples were

prepared as described in the Experimental section and subjected to 14 days drying in

the laboratory ambient.. The identity and-mole value of the acid used is listed below.

Conductivity (c) values represent the average of triplicate measurements; the error
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bars indicate the standard deviation. (A,n): H2S04, (0.smOk),

0 = 5.3 x 10-6Q-*cm-l; (B,o): control (no acid), a = 7.8 x 10-5Cl-lcm-l; (C, A):

HNOq (0.5 mole), o = 1,8 x 104 f2-1cm-l; (D,n): HN03 (1 mole),

o = 2.4x 10+ !2-1cm-l; (33,+):HC1 (0.5 mole), o =2.7x 104 Q-l cm-l; @,o): HNOS

(5 mole), a = 4.5 x 104 i2-1cm-l; (G,Y): HC1 (1 mole), G= 2.0 x 10-3Q-*cm-l.

Figure 3. Effect of Heating on the Conductivity of Vanadium Sol-Gels. Samples were

prepared as described in the Experimental section and subjected to 7 days drying in

the laboratory ambient prior to heating. Samples were then heated for 2 hours at the

temperature and in the gas environment indicated. Conductivity (a) values represent

the average of triplicate measurements; error bars indicate the standard deviation.

(A,”): control (no heating), a= 5.3 x 10-5Cl-lcm-l; (B,=): 200 “C in He, a = 1.5 x

10-3W* cm-*; (C, A): 200 ‘C in H2, a = 1.6x 10-3!22-1cm-l; @,V): 350 ‘C in He, o

= 5.3x 10-3Q-l cm-l; (E,+): 350 ‘C in H2, o = 8.8 x 10-2f2-1cm-l.

Figure 4. IR spectra (in KBr) of Vanadium Sol-Gels Heated for 2 h in Hz. (A): control (no

heating); (B): 200 ‘C; (C): 350 “C; (D): 530 “C.

Figure 5. The powder X-ray diffraction spectra of a vanadium sol-gel subjected to the 2-step

heating process in Hz. All features are consistent with V@q.

Figure 6. The V(2p) binding region of vanadium sol-gels and commercially available

oxides. (A): V2C)5(Aldrich); (B): V@d (Aldrich); (C): sol-gel heated to 350 “C for

2 h in Hz (l-step heating process); (D): sol-gel heated to 350 ‘C for 2 hours in H2

followed by an additional 2 h in Hz at 650 “C (2-step heating process). Unrestricted

two-component deconvolution using Gaussian profiles was used.
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CHAPTER 3. IMMUNOSENSING PLATFORMS USING
SPONTANEOUSLY ADSORBED ANTIBODY FRAGMENTS ON GOLD

A paper published in Analytical Chemistr$

Janese C. O’Brien,2 Vivian W. Jones,2 Marc D. Porter,2’3Curtis L. Mosher,4 and
Eric Henderson4

Abstract

This paper desctibes the construction and characterization of miniaturized antigenic

irnmunosurfaces composed of spontaneously adsorbed Fab’-SH fragments on gold. Rabbit

Fab’-SH fragments contain a free sulfhydryl group that forms a thiolate bond with a gold

substrate as detailed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. This approach creates surfaces of

higher epitope density, a factor critical to the early detection of disease, than surfaces

composed of adsorbed whole molecule IgG on gold. The viability and specificity of

antigenic Fab’-SH immunosurfaces is demonstrated using atomic force microscopy and

confocal fluorescence microscopy, and possible explanations for the larger epitope density

are discussed.

1 Reprinted with permission from Anal. Chem. 2000,72,703-710. Copyright 2000
American Chemical Society
2 Microanalytical Instrumentation Center, Ames Laboratory-DOE, and Department of
~hemistry, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011
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Introduction

Early diagnosis of disease is critical in determining patient outcome. Early detection

using immunological methods, however, is often complicated because low-affinity antibodies

dominate the first stages of the immune response. The detection of low-tilnity antibodies,

moreover, is intimately linked to epitope density. 1-3 Indeed, a report using ELISA found that

even modest increases in epitope density result in a marked improvement in the ability to

detect lower affinity antibodies.1 Maximizing epitope density is then critical to early disease

detection.

We recently described an immunoassay concept that exploits the topographic imaging

capabilities of the atomic force microscope (AFM).A The assay is based on the height change

that results from the specific binding of a ligand in solution to its surface-immobilized

receptor. We demonstrated the capability of this technique using compositionally patterned

surfaces created by combining photolithography and self-assembled monolayer technologies.

To this end, micrometer-sized domains of a monolayer of a gold-supported coupling agent

were surrounded by micrometer-sized grids of a strongly hydrophobic monolayer. Thus, the

coupling agent served as a means to tether IgG antigens in a spatially defined array, and the

hydrophobic monolayer functioned as an internal reference plane for the height-based

determination of specific binding. However, the large number of lysine residues, the target of

the coupling agent, that are distributed throughout the IgG structure5 resulted in a variety of

orientational dispositions for immobilized IgG, a factor that influences the effective activity

of immobilized antibodies.s

This paper investigates the use of spontaneously adsorbed Fab’-SH fragments for the

49
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construction of an antigenic immunosurface. The immunosurface is formed as a patterned

array by using rabbit IgG Fab’ fragments, Fab’-SH, as a model test system. These fragments

contain a free sulfhydryl group and w9re prepared by the controlled chemical reduction of

rabbit F(ab’)2. We postulated that if the free sulfhydryl group influences the immobilization

process by its chemisorption to gold, the attachment may regulate the orientation of adsorbed

Fab’-SH as well as minimize the decreases in activity due to denaturation. If so, the

immobilization of fragmented antigens rather than whole molecule analogues could

potentially yield an immunosutiace with a higher epitope density. Figure 1 idealizes this

concept.

Previous reports have investigated the use of Fab’-SH fragments and various linking

chemistries that target the free sulfhydryl group to create immunosurfaces where the

fragments act as the antibody rather than the antigen.c-lo These efforts, however, have

produced mixed results in their ability to bind more antigen when compared to surfaces

created from whole molecule IgG or from Fab’-SH immobilized through its amine

functionalities. To our knowledge, there have been no previous reports on the use of

spontaneously adsorbed Fab’-SH fragments for construction of antigenic surfaces. This

strategy, which does not rely on any chemical linkers to attach Fab’-SH to our chosen

substrate, may also prove useful in elucidating the role of the linkers in systems where the

fragments act as the capture antibody. Of note, there has been a brief report on an AFM

characterization of Fab’-SH coated on gold, but use in an assay was not discussed. 11

We report herein the formation of a patterned array of immunospecific Fab’-SH

surfaces. We show by applying thin-layer cell spectroscopy that immunosurfaces constructed
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from the spontaneous adsorption of Fab’-SH on gold contain a higher epitope density when
.

compared to those prepared by the adsorption of whole molecule analogues. Furthermore,

the adsorbed fragments form viable immunosurfaces as is demonstrated using both AFM and

fluorescence microscopy as readout methods. The potential merits of this strategy are briefly

described.

Experimental Section
.

Gold Substrate Fabrication. Substrates were prepared using silicon wafers ((100)

single crystals, Montco Silicon) or glass slides (Fisher). The silicon substrates were cleaned “

in an ultrasonic bath for 30 min in water and for 30 min in methanol. The glass substrates

were cleaned in a dilute Micro (Cole-Parmer) solution and rinsed with deionized water and

methanol. All substrates were then dried in a stream of high-purity argon (Air Products) and

placed in a vacuum evaporator (Edwards High Vacuum Products). Next, the substrates were

coated with 15 nm of chromium at 0.1 nrds followed by 300 nm of gold (99.9%) at 0.3-0.4

nrn/s. During coating, the pressure in the deposition chamber was -8 x 10-6Torr. The

substrates were either used immediately upon removal from the evaporator or stored under

dry nitrogen.

Monolayer Formation and Photopatterning (Steps 1 and 2). The preparation of

the compositionally patterned monolayer paralleled the process previously described.Q Step

1 involved the formation of a fluorinated monolayer by immersing the gold-coated substrates

in a 10 ~ SOhMiOIIOfrecrystallized (SH(CHZ)Z(CFZ)TCFS)fOr-24 h.12-14 These S~pleS

were then rinsed extensively with ethanol (Quantum, punctilious grade) and dried under a
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stream of argon.

Step 2 entailed the photopatteming process and followed the guidelines described in

the literature. 15 The patterns were prepared by sandwiching carefully a copper transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) grid (2000 mesh, (hole size: 7.5 pm; bar size: 5.0 pm)) (Electron

Microscopy Sciences) between themonolayer-coated sample and a quartz plate. A 200-W,

medium-pressure mercury lamp (Oriel) was used as the light source. The beam was

collimated, reflected off an air-cooled, dichroic mirror (220-260 rim), focused by a fused-

silica lens, and passed through the TEM grid before impinging on the sample for -20 min.

During this process, the irradiated gold-bound thiolates are converted to various forms of

oxygenated sulfur (e.g., RS03-)lS-lT which are readily rinsed off the surface with most

organic solvents. 17 Immediately following irradiation, the surfaces were rinsed extensively

with deionized water and ethanol and dried under a stream of argon.

Preparation and Immobilization of Fab’-SH Fragments at Gold (Step 3).

Fab’-SH fragments were obtained from the controlled chemical reduction of rabbit F(ab’)2, a

truncated form of whole molecule IgG,lg by using 2-mercaptoethylamine (2-MEA). This

step cleaves the single disulfide bond which holds the two heavy chains of rabbit F(ab’)2

together to form two Fab’-SH fragments. We note that rabbit Fab’-SH fragments contain

four disulfide bonds, some of which lie close to the antigen binding site. .However, Fab’-SH

fragments in which these disulfide bonds are reduced generally retain their structure and

specific binding activity. 19 In addition, adjustment of the reaction conditions (e.g.,

concentration of 2-MEA and the duration and temperature of incubation) greatly minimizes

the reduction of disulfide bonds near the antigen binding region.20 We found that a 90-min

,,
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incubation at 37°C using 2-MEA at 50 mM was optimal for reducing rabbit F(ab’)2 at a

concentration of 5 mghnL to rabbit Fab’-SH with minimal cleavage of the disulfide bonds in

the antigen binding region. Indeed, analysis of rabbit F(ab’)2 and its reduction product by

matrix-assisted laser resorption/ionization mass spectrometry revealed the expected

molecular weights of 89189 i 89 and 45638 *46, respectively.

The progress of the reduction was followed by analyzing a small aliquot of the

reaction mixture, which was first blocked with 5 ~ of 700 mM iodoacetamide in 1.5 M Tris-

HCI buffer (pH 8.5) to convert the free sulfhydryl to an amine-terminated thioether

appendage and thus prevent the oxidation back to the disulfide, by nondenaturing sodium

dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Upon completion of the

reduction, the reaction mixture was transferred to a centrifuge tube containing a cellulose

acetate filter with a nominal molecular weight limit of 5000 (Sigma) and spun at 6000 rpm to

remove excess 2-MEA which stopped the reduction. Aliquots of phosphate buffer

(PB; pH 6) were added to the sample during centrifugation to avoid precipitation of Fab’-SH

and to minimize its adsorption on the filter. Centrifugation continued until the desired

volume (-50 pL) was achieved. The patterning process was completed by injecting the

solution of the Fab’-SH fragments into the AFM liquid cell, whereby Fab’ -SH chemisorbs

onto the exposed, square-shaped regions oflhe gold substrate which was mounted to the cell.

Instrumentation. (i). Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). AFM experiments were

performed on a Nanoscope IIIa AFM (Digital Instruments) equipped with a 150 ~m scanner.

Oxide-sharpened Si3N4cantilevers were used for both contact and tapping mode imaging

(Nanoprobes, Digital Instruments). The normal bending force constant of the cantilevers was
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0.06 N/m. When tapping mode imaging was employed, the set point amplitude of the

cantilever was maximized relative to its free space amplitude to minimize the imaging force

applied to the surface. h situ imaging was conducted either in 50 mM phosphate buffered

saline (PBS; pH 6) or in “binding buffer” (100 mM Tris, 100 mM MgC12,50 niM NaCl,

pH 7.6, and 1% (v/v) Tween 80). Tween 80 was used to minimize complications from

nonspecific adsorption.a All images are presented without any subsequent data processing.

(ii). Confocal Fluorescence Microscopy. Fluorescence images were acquired using

an Odyssey confocal scanning laser microscope (Noran Instruments) in combination with an

Axiovert 135 inverted microscope (Zeiss). For all fluorescence experiments, 16 confocal

fluorescence images were collected and averaged using 488-rim excitation, a 515-ti low-

pass barrier filter (rejection at 488 nm = 4 x 104), and a 25-~m slit width.

(iii). X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XI%). A Physical Electronics Industries

5500 surface system was used for XPS characterizations. This system is equipped with a

hemispherical analyzer, toroidal monochromator, and multichannel detector. A pass energy of

29.35 eV was used with a resolution of-0.3 eV. Monochromatic Al Kct radiation

(1486.6 eV) at 300 W was used for excitation. Photoelectrons were collected at 45° from the

surface normal, with a 36-rnin acquisition time for the whole molecule IgG and Fab’-SH

modified surfaces, 12 rnin for the alkanethiol- and alkanedithiol-modified surfaces, and

53 min for the thioether-modified version of our Fab’-SH surface. The Au(4f7n) emission

band served as an internal reference for binding energies. The base pressure of the XPS

chamber was less than 9 XIO-loTorr during all analyses, and the sampling area was -2 mm2.

Spectral deconvolution used Gaussian profiles with a peak width constraint of 0.9- 1.3 eV

.-.::.-( , ‘L-xx. .- ,;., 7. .,., !:,,. , ,>,7, ,,,,, >. ,.. - .,.:E- ”:., ,.,.-,%.,, , .:,. . . ~ ?77?.+..+%9> m ,1.> ,? -. . ~L’... ,, .:,,,..,. , .. . .. —-- --- --- -
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((2p3,2):(2pl,2)).21

As with the samples used for thin-layer cell spectroscopy (see below), samples of

whole molecule IgG were prepared by adsorbing the antibody from PBS onto an uncoated

gold surface and then stoting the sample overnight in a humidified chamber at room

temperature. Samples of Fab’-SH and iodoacetarnide-treated Fab’-SH were prepared in PB

in an analogous manner. Samples of 1,9-nonanedithiol and l-decanethiol were prepared by

overnight immersion of gold substrates in -1 mM ethanolic solutions. Prior to XPS

characterization, all samples were rinsed in deionized water or ethanol and dried in an argon

stream.

(iv). Thin-Layer Spectroscopy. A long optical path length thin-layer spectroscopy

cell was constructed as previously described.zz These cells, by virtue of their long optical

pathlength and large gold surface area to solution volume ratio, provide ample sensitivity to

monitor quantitatively a wide range of interracial processes, including adsorption, resorption,

and electrocatalysis.2s-2G Using these cells, experiments were conducted to determine

whether the adsorption of Fab’-SH resulted in an immunosurface with a greater effective

epitope density than found with whole molecule antibodies. The assessment was

accomplished by monitoring the loss of both specific and nonspecific antibodies tagged with

fluorescein isothiocyanate (l?ITC) upon injection into the cell with substrates coated with

either whole molecule IgG or Fab’-SH. The exposed substrate area of the TLC was 2.54 cm2.

The spectroscopic data were collected using a Hewlett-Packard 8452A diode array

spectrophotometer.

Reagents. Lyophilized polyclonal rabbit F(ab’)2 (Organon Teknica and ICN

,.; ,7?/..,, ,.,; ., ! ,.:,,,,, [. ,, ,;,,., -->., .,,, . , .~.....:,, ,. ,-. !:,..4., ,. $...:, -.,. ,.-{ ~.,! ,. .,.. ;.,. ,, .,$ . ,-> - L ., -.. —. .
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Biomedical) and lyophilized polyclonal goat IgG and rabbit IgG (Sigma) were reconstituted

according to vendor specifications. Al%nity-isolated, antigen-specific, FITC-conjugated

polyclonal goat anti-rabbit IgG and rabbit anti-goat IgG, 2-MEA, and iodoacetamide were

purchased from Sigma and used asreceived. l-Decanethiol and 1,9-nonanedithiol were

purchased from Aldrich and used as received. Stock solutions of 2-MEA were prepared in

PB. The vendor-specified extinction coefficients for the FITC-labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG

and rabbit anti-goat IgG at 495 nm were 0.15 and 0.2 cm-* (mg/rnL)-l, respectively.

Results and Discussion

XPS Characterizations. To assess whether the immobilization of Fab’-SH on gold

results in the formation of a gold-bound thiolate, characterizations in the S(2p) binding

energy region were conducted using XPS. The S(2p) region is characterized by a doublet

(i.e., 2ps,zand 2pllz) between 160 and 180 eV that arises from spin-orbit coupling.2T For

most thiols and disulfides, this region is dominated by the more intense 2p3JZband that lies

between 163 and 165 eV and is -1 eV lower in energy than the 2pln band. In contrast,

monolayer derived by the chemiso@ion of thiols and disulfides at gold have a binding

energy for each component of the 2p doublet that is -1 eV lower than those of their

precursors.

The results of these characterizations are presented in Figure 2. Figure 2A is an XPS

spectrum for gold modified with rabbit Fab’-SH, whereas Figure 2B is that for gold modified

with whole molecule rabbit IgG. For comparison purposes, Figure 2C is an XPS spectrum

for gold modified with 1,9-nonanedithiol and Figure 2D is that for gold modified with

,-~-,-..:,. . ..:.~.,<.,,.,.-,. . ... ,,. --.; ;!,,*./- ., =..!, ,.TT7--. .: ..9?, ‘ M <. .- >,. -, w..<.. > ?,.&.-.!>,2?? :,.. -:.x..: ,-:.. .;! ,., ., .2.--7..,.*.,...,,’:.: ~ 3A-J - ~—-- - -- --
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I-decanethiol. All fourspectia have beendeconvoluted using theconstitints described inthe

Experimental Section. Thespec~mfrom the&thiol-mo&fied sutiace @i~e2C)conttins

two sets of doublets, indicating the presence of two chemically distinct forms of sulfur.zT~2g

The higher binding energy doublet, centered at 164.9 and 163.7 eV, can be assigned

respectively to the 2p1J2and 2p3/2of sulfur as a thiol, whereas the lower binding energy

doublet, centered at 163.0 and 162.0 eV, can be respectively assigned to the 2p1n and 2p3n of

sulfur as gold-bound thiolate. The latter assignment is confiied by the single doublet

present in the l-decanethiol-modified surface (Figure 2D). In Figure 2D, the doublet,

centered at 163.1 and 162.0 eV, arises from the 2p1i2and 2p3JZof sulfur as thiolate, the only

detectable form of sulfir present in this adlayer.

Although difficult to dissect quantitatively, the envelope for gold modified with

Fab’-SH (Figure 2A) is much broader than that for the gold modified with whole molecule

IgG (Figure 2B). Importantly, the broadening for the Fab’-SH modified sample occurs on the

low- energy side of the envelope for the whole molecule-modified sample. Deconvolution of

the Fab’-SH surface reveals two sets of doublets; the lower energy doublet is centered at

162.9 and 161.9 eV and is in good agreement with the thiolate doublets in Figures 2C,D. The

envelope in the spectrum for Figure 2B, which includes the S(2p1/z)and S(2p312)bands at

165.5 and 164.2 eV, respectively, is consistent with the presence of the sulfur that forms the

intact disulfides of whole molecule IgG. Similarly, Figure 2A is diagnostic of the presence of

adsorbed Fab’-SH that contains disulfides (165.2 (2p11z)and 163.9 eV (2p3n)) and gold-

bound thiolates (162.9 (2p1i2)and 161.9 eV (2psn)). These results, while not quantifiable

because of the low signal-to-noise ratio and considerations of XPS depth sensitivity, clearly
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indicate that a portion of the sulfur in Fab’-SH is present in the adlayer as gold-bound

thiolate.

The spectrum (Figure 2E) taken of gold modified with Fab’-SH fragments in which

the sulfhydryl group was converted to a thioether by treatment with iodoacetamide supports

the interpretation of Figures 2A,B. Thioethers adsorb on gold with both C-S linkages

intact.zl Moreover, the S(2p) couplet for an adsorbed thioether is indistinguishable from that

of its precursor (164.4 (2p1i2)and 163.2 eV (2p3i2))21as well as that of unbound disulfide.

The conversion of the sulfhydryl group to a thioether moiety can then be used to assess

whether the presence of the gold-bound thiolate in the Fab’-SH adlayer is a consequence of a

reaction of the sulfhydryl group or of the chemisorbed-induced cleavage of any of the four

disulfides in the Fab’-SH fragment. These results reveal features strongly diagnostic of sulfur

present as disulfides and thioethers and at most a hint of a feature suggestive of a small

amount of sulfur as a thiolate. The low signal strength of the features in Figure 2E with

respect to those in Figure 2A further indicates that the presence of the sulfhydryl group

results in a larger coverage for Fab’-SH than for the thiolether-modified Fab’-SH. We

therefore believe that the sulfhydryl species in Fab’-SH binds to gold as a chemisorbed

thiolate and plays an important role in the adsorption process. The next several sections

critically assess the viability of these potentially intriguing immunosurfaces.

Thin-Layer Cell Spectroscopy. To determine whether Fab’-SH forms an

immunosurface with a higher epitope density than a coating of whole molecule IgG,

experiments using thin-layer cell (TLC) spectroscopy2272g-sl were performed. Using this

technique, we monitored the-change in the absorbance of FITC-labeled antibodies upon
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injection into the small solution cavity of the TLC. The decrease in absorbance that is

observed when the solution-based antibody binds to the antigenic surface is used to estimate

the number of available epitopes on the coated surface.

Figure 3A is a representative absorbance versus time trace for a solution of FITC-

conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG that was injected into a TLC cell containing an antigenic

rabbit Fab’-SH surface. As evident, the absorbance observed upon injection of the solution

into the TLC gradually decreases to a lower constant level. This decrease corresponds to the

average loss of 2.8 x 1013i 4.1 x 1012(n = 4) labeled IgG molecules from the solution cavity.

Figure 3B is a representative trace for the same type of experiment except that the gold

surface is modified with whole molecule goat IgG and the solution contains FITC-labeled

rabbit anti-goat IgG. The decrease in absorbance for the whole molecule antigenic surface

reflects the average loss of 8.1 x 1012k 1.5 x 1012(n = 3) labeled IgG molecules. The

absorbance decreases in both cases are attributed to the specific binding of the labeled IgG to

each of the antigenic surfaces. We note that the shapes of both curves, which are indicative

of multiple-step adsorption processes,szjss are representative of repeated trials pei-formed in

each system and are similar to those previous reported.dz-ds

To confirm that the absorbance decreases result from the specific binding of the

labeled IgG to the modified gold surfaces and not from nonspecific adsorption onto any other

portion of the sample or the TLC, several control experiments were conducted. Figure 3C

presents the results of one such an experiment whereby a solution of FITC-conjugated goat

anti-rabbit was injected into the TLC containing a surface modified with whole molecule goat

IgG. No detectable change in absorbance is observed over the course of the experiment. This
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result confirms that the absorbance decreases in Figures 3A,B arise from the loss of labeled

IgG because of its specific binding on the coated substrates.

The binding data indicate that the surface modified with a monolayer of Fab’-SH

fragments contains nearly 4 times as many viable epitopes per square centimeter as the

surface modified with whole molecule antibodies. In other words, a Fab’-SH modified

surface has an average of 1.1 x 1013epitopes/cm2 whereas a whole molecule-modified

surface has an average of 3.2 x 1012epitopes/cm2. We suspect that the lower number of

epitopes on the whole molecule surface maybe due, in part, to surface induced denaturation.

Gold is a high free energy surface, and recent investigations36-39 argue that globular proteins

undergo confirmational changes upon adsorption, some of which may degrade epitope

structures. It is intriguing to consider that thiolate bond formation to gold may minimize the

surface-induced denaturation of a population of adsorbed Fab’-SH fragments. It is, however,

unclear as to how the presence of the sulfhydryl species results in this minimization. With

such systems, adsorption is a complex mixing of enthalpic and entropic considerations,40 and

we have not yet identified the energetic factors of importance for Fab’-SH adsorption. We

are also uncertain whether a thiolate-directed orientation of the adsorbate may play a role.

Interestingly, Caruso and co-workers found that antibodies modified with Traut’s reagent, a

reagent that converts free amines to sulfhydryl groups, and adsorbed on gold could bind twice

the number of solution antigens as unmodified antibodies directly adsorbed onto gold.41

Because the tines and therefore the sulfhydryl groups are distributed throughout the

antibody structure, we suspect that thiolate bond formation is most likely not conferring any

orientational advantage but, rather, maybe affecting the structural viability of the
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immobilized antibodies. Our result with antigenic surfaces is in accord with their

observations.

AFM and Confocal Fluorescence Imaging. Characterizations using AFM and

confocal fluorescence microscopy were carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of each step

in the array fabrication at a microscopic level. Figure 4 presents in situ AJ?Mimages of the

photopattemed surfaces prepared in Steps 1 and 2, i.e., a gold substrate modified with a

fluorinated alkanethiolate monolayer only in the grid regions. The topographic image at most

hints at the presence of the patterned surface created in steps 1-2. As proposed in earlier

investigations,4742the inability to detect the 1.5–2.0 nmlz difference in the height of the

uncoated squares and the fluorinated monolayer-coated grids likely arises from the

simultaneous contact of the tip with both parts of the array at the boundary between the

squares and grids.

In contrast to the topographic image, the concurrent friction image in Figure 4B

reveals an array composed of squares and grids. The shapes and the dimensions of the two

elements of the image (grids, -5 ~m wide and squares, -7.5 pm wide) are consistent with the

expected photopattem created using a 2000-mesh TEM grid. Moreover, the friction image

confirms a compositional difference between the grids and the squares, with the squares

having a higher friction than the grids. Several laboratories,4345 including our own,4Ghave

recently shown that the friction observed at the rnicrocontact formed between a high surface

free energy Si3N4tip (i.e., an uncoated tip) and a sample with high surface free energy is

larger than the friction observed for a sample with low surface free energy. Since the

uncoated gold squares have a higher surface free energy than the fluorinated grids,lz it

.-. .-— ...—_
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follows that the exposed gold squares of the photopatterned surfaces should exhibit a higher

friction than the fluorinated grids. This result confirms the validity of steps 1 and 2 in the

patterning process.

We next examined the effectiveness of step 3, i.e., the reliability of immobilizing

viable rabbit Fab’-SH in the square regions of the pattern. This assessment was conducted

using tapping mode AFM (TM-AFM) in order to reduce any contact-induced distortion of the

topographic image.47-@ This concern results from our earlier assessments of this

immunoassay readout strategfl whereby the detected height changes were consistently larger

when determined in tapping mode.

Figure 5A is an in situ TM-AFM height image for a patterned gold surface -30 min

after injection of a Fab’-SH solution into the cell. The height of the Fab’-SH layer is 4.4 nm

larger than the fluorinated alkanethiolate monolayer in the grids (-1.5– 2 nm12). This value

is consistent with the molecular dimensions of Fab’-SH determined by othersso after

accounting for image distortions that arise from the finite size and shape of the probe tip.sl

This magnitude in the change in topography was observed in images of several samples and

for different locations on each sample.

To demonstrate the viability of the Fab’-SH array, an antibody specific to the Fab’-SH

surface was introduced into the imaging cell. Figure 5B is an in situ tapping mode height

image of a different location of the same sample used in Figure 5A that was obtained

-15 min after injection of a dilute binding buffer solution of FITC-labeled goat anti-rabbit

IgG into the cell. Cross section analysis of Figure 5B reveals a height difference of 8.6 nm,

approximately double that obtained with only Fab’-SH fragments on the surface. This

“-.--K=YmTr:Tr:.. ,’ b. +<- .- ,?<r,. ---.—- .- -,. -
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increase is consistent with the specific binding of goat anti-rabbit to the Fab’-SH-based array,

thereby documenting that the Fab’-SH array is viable and contains intact epitopes.

Another confirmation of the viability and specificity of the immobilized Fab’-SH

array is provided by the confocal fluorescence microscopic images presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6A is an in situ fluorescence image (75 pm x 75 ~m) obtained after the exposure of an

antigenic Fab’-SH array to FITC-labeled specific antibody. As evident, the image is

composed of a defined fluorescent pattern of 7.5-pm squares that are surrounded by

nonfluorescent 5-pm-wide grids. This result indicates that the Fab’-SH array is viable as an

immunosensing surface, with the regions of strong fluorescence corresponding to those

displaying the height changes in Figure 5B that are diagnostic of the specific binding of the

antibody to the antigenic array.

.
Fig,we 6B is a fluorescence image of a Fab’-SH array after the addition of FITC-

Iabeled nonspecific antibodies. The absence of a detectable fluorescent pattern demonstrates

that the Fab’-SH array contains viable epitopes that are only recognizable by the antibody

raised against the immobilized antigen. Therefore, the cleavage process and subsequent

immobilization of the fragments to the bare gold squares produces a viable imrnunosurface.

Conclusions and Future Work

Rabbit Fab’-SH fragments have been used to construct viable antigenic

imrnunosurfaces on gold. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (xF’S) argues that the

immobilization of Fab’ -SH fragments involves the free sulfhydryl group created in the

fragment during the controlled reduction process of rabbit F(ab’)z and results in the formation

..—
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of a gold-bound thiolate. TLC spectroscopic investigations reveal that an antigenic Fab’-SH .

monolayer on gold contains -4 times more intact epitopes per square centimeter than an

antigenic monolayer of whole molecule antibodies, a property that may prove useful in the

detection of lower affinity antibodies and, therefore, earlier detection of disease. These

studies suggest that thiolate bond fomnation regulates adsorption in away that results in

immunosurfaces of larger epitope density than those prepared with adsorbed whole molecule

antibodies. Furthermore, attachment through spontaneous chemisorption to gold eliminates

the need for chemical linkers, simplifying the array fabrication process. Finally, both in situ

AFM characterizations and fluorescence assays conducted on compositionally patterned

surfaces of Fab’-SH fragments demonstrated that the coatings are viable immunosurfaces.

Experiments to further assess the role of the sulfhydryl group in controlling orientation, along

with evaluations of whether higher epitope densities enhance the detection of lower affkity

antibodies, are planned.
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Fignre Captions

[dealized representation of Fab’-SH fragments chernisorbed to gold.

XPS data in the S(2p) binding regions for rabbit Fab’-SH (A), whole molecule

rabbit IgG (B), and iodoacetamide-treated rabbit Fab’-SH (E) modified gold

substrates. The spectra for 1,9-nonanedithiol (C) and l-decanethiol (D) on gold are

included for comparison. Spectra A and B were acquired in 36 rein, spectra C and D
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in 12 rein, and spectrum E in 53 min.

Figure 3. Absorbance versus time traces at 495 nm using a thin-layer cell for (A) rabbit

Fab’-SH modified gold exposed to FITC-labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG (extinction

coefficient: 0.15 cm-*(mghnL)-l ) and (E &C)) whole molecule goat IgG modified

gold exposed to (B) F.lTC-labeled rabbit anti-goat (extinction coefficient:

0.2 cm-l (mghnL)-l) and (C) FITC-labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG (extinction coefficient:

0.15 cm-*(mg/mL)-l).

Figure 4. AF’Mcontact mode height (A) and friction (B) images (70 w x 70 pm) obtained

in binding buffer of the patterned array (i.e., step 2). .The cross-sectional analysis was

performed by averaging the individual line scans contained in the boxed area of the

array contained in the images.

Figure 5. (A) AFM tapping mode height image and height cross section of a rabbit Fab’-SH

array (40 ~m x 40 pm) obtained in binding buffer -30min after injection (5 @of

5 @L) of Fab?-SH fragments (final concentration in cell: 0.5 pg/pL). The cross-

sectional analysis was performed by averaging the height of the individual line scans

contained in the boxed area of the array. (B) AFM tapping mode height image and

height cross-section of a rabbit Fab’-SH array (40pm x 40 pm) after the addition of

goat anti-rabbit l?JTC-tagged secondary antibodies (5 PI- injection of 0.1 mg/fi, final

concentration in cell: 0.01 pg/p.L). The cross-sectional analysis was performed by

averaging the height of the individual line scans contained in the boxed area of the

array.

Figure 6. Fluorescence images (75pm x 75 ~m) of a rabbit Fab’-SH array after the addition

)
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of goat anti-rabbit (A) or goat anti-mouse (B) FITC-tagged secondary antibodies. The

images were obtained under deionized water.
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CHAPTER 4. SELF-ASSEMBLED DOUBLE-STRANDED DNA (dsDNA)
MICROARRAYS FOR PROTEIN: dsDNA SCREENING USING

ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY

A communication accepted to The Journal of the American Chemical SocieQ

Janese C. O’Brien,l John T. Stickney? and Marc D. Porter 1’3

Abstract

A novel method for creating and interrogating double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)

rnicroarrays suitable for screening protein: dsDNA interactions is described. The approach

combines the ease of self-assembled monolayer technology with the high resolution imaging

capability of atomic force microscopy (APM). The arrays are formed by the direct deposition of

intact dsDNA that contains a disulfide modifier and a restriction enzyme recognition sequence.

The disulfides drive duplex self-assembly onto array elements photopattemed in a gold-bound

fluorinated alkanethiolate monolayer. Importantly, the position of the recognition sequence

within a duplex is such that the topographic change after enzymatic cleavage is readily detectable

by AFM, with the surrounding fluorinated monolayer acting as an internal height reference plane.

Results are presented that demonstrate concept feasibility. Issues related to manipulating the

architecture for assay optimization are discussed, and strategies for use of this concept as a tool

for the rapid and facile screening of multiple protein reactions are briefly described.

1 Microanalytical Instrumentation Center, Ames Laboratory-DOE, and Department of
Chemistry, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011
2 Department of Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Molecular Biology, Iowa State University,
Ames, IA 50011
3 Corresponding author
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A novel method for creating and interrogating dsDNA microarrays suitable for

screening protein: dsDNA interactions is described. Our strategy combines the ease of self-

assembled monolayer technology with the ability of the atomic force microscope (AFM) to

detect changes in surface topography at a subnanometer length scale. The methodology

involves the direct deposition of double-stranded oligonucleotides (Fig. 1A) synthesized by

exploiting the higher efficiency of off-chip phosphoramidite chemistry to 1) contain

asymmetrically substituted disulfide functionalitiesl which direct their self-assembly onto

gold in a single step,22) include a recognition sequence specific to a given restriction

enzyme, 3) position the recognition sequence within the duplex such that enzymatic cleavage

results in a topographic change readily detectable by AFM (Fig. lB), and 4) contain a

fluorescent tag3 positioned above the recognition sequence to optically verify cleavage. The

as-assembled arrays are further modified by exchange with a short chain thio12bto decrease

duplex density. Taken together, these steps form an adlayer in which the spatial orientation

and packing density of dsDNA are well suited to function as microarrays for protein

screening.

We have adopted a five-step microarray fabrication process that draws on concepts

presented in our reports on height-based immunoassays4 and on modifications to a strategy

for the self-assembly of SSDNAonto gold? Briefly, Step 1 forms a thiol-derived

(CFs(CFz)T(CHz)#H) fluorinated monolayer on gold which serves, after photopatteming, as

an internal reference plane for detection of topographic changes; its low surface free energy

also minimizes nonspecific adsorption.4b Step 2 is the photopatteming process whereby a

metallic grid (hole size: 7.5 pm, grid size: 5.0 pm) acts as a mask. Irradiation’ of the sample
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converts the thiolate to oxygenated forms of sulfur that are rinsed off the gold surface with

most organic solvents.G Step 3 removes the oxygenated adlayer by rinsing with ethanol to

expose square-shaped regions on the underlying gold. Step 4 exposes the patterned surface to

a dsDNA solution7 and coats the exposed regions of gold with a mixed monolayer through

cleavage of the disulfide linkage2’8attached to both duplex strands (Fig. 1A). Step 5

exchanges a portion of immobilized dsDNA with a short chain alkanethiol (i.e.,

HO(CHZ)GSH,(MCH)).9 This step reduces duplex density, a key factor in increasing

enzymatic accessibility to specific recognition sequences within individual addresses (see

below).l”

Figs: 2 and 3 present in situ AFM topographic images and cross-sectional plots that

demonstrate the diagnostic capability of our strategy. Fig. 2A shows an image for an array

comprised of double-stranded 26-mers containing a recognition sequence specific for the

enzyme ECOR1 (Fig. 1A). The 8.8 A 1.5 nm (n=5) difference in height between grid and

square regions agrees with the X-ray crystallographic prediction of 8.8 nm for a double-

stranded 26-mer in its B-conformation.l 1 This result demonstrates that our approach

effectively itiobilizes dsDNA with its strands extending along the surface normal.

Fig. 2B shows an image for an array after digestion with ECOR1.12 Importantly, the

difference in height between dsDNA addresses and the reference adlayer has decreased to

4.3 ~ 0.8 nm (n=14). This difference is consistent with the prediction based on the position

of the recognition sequence (Fig. 1) and agrees with the topographic difference found after

the self-assembly of the products produced from off-chip solution digestion. The lack of a

detectable optical signal from the fluorescein tag after on-chip digestion also confirms
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enzymatic cleavage of the target sequence.13 We note that digestions of microarrays with

ECOR1 prior to exchange with MCH proved unsuccessful. This finding argues that duplex

density is critical for enzymatic access to the recognition sequence.

Fig. 3 presents images acquired for an array comprised of double-stranded 26-mers

containing the recognition sequence specific for the restriction enzyme HaelIL The heights

before (8.9 nm * 1.5 nm (n=5)) and after (8.3 nm f 1.4 nm (n=5)) exposure to ECOR1 are

effectively indistinguishable. There was also no detectable change in the intensity of the

fluorescence pattern.13 Both sets of data are diagnostic of the absence of the sequence

specific for ECOR1, confirming that the observed height decrease in Fig. 2 is a direct

consequence of the enzymatic cleavage of the specific recognition sequence for ECOR1.

Our results show that self-assembled dsDNA microarrays can be readily fabricated

and used to screen protein: dsDNA interactions using the topographic imaging capabilities of

AFM. As such, our approach to dsDNA microarray construction has several noteworthy

attributes with respect to earlier work.14 First, array fabrication is completely self-assembling

in nature (i.e., does not require use of coupling agents), and is therefore readily amenable to

mass production. Second, our double-stranded oligonucleotide sequences are prepared off-

chip using conventional phosphoramidite chemistry and, as a consequence, potentially have

higher fidelities than those synthesized on-chip using light-directed chemistries. *5-lGThe use

of AFM also potentially increases the,mount of info~ation obt~ned from screening by

extending the conventional two-dimensional read-out of fluorescence imaging to three

dimensions. By quantifying the topographic data, it may be possible to determine whether

cleavage is highly specific (i.e., targets a specific recognition sequence) or nonspecific (i.e.,

.—... ...-— .—
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exhibits star activity). Topographic increases, on the other hand, could be used to

discriminate against nonspecific adsorption. Experiments that explore issues of array density,

digestion time minimization, and the fabrication of smaller, uniquely-modified addresses, are

currently underway.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. (A) Disulfide-modified double-stranded 26-mer containing the recognition

sequence (in bold) specific for ECOR1. X-ray crystallography predicts the lengths of 8.8 nm

and 4.4 nm for the intact and cleaved oligonucleotides in their B-conformation,l 1

respectively. Each 26-mer was labeled with fluorescein (F*) at the 5’-end for use in optical

verification of sequence specific cleavage. The “T” on end of the 3’-thiol-modified

oligonucleotide was the “dummy.base” used to make the 3’-modification. (B)

Conceptualized topographic change after exposure of dsDNA rnicroarray to ECOR1.

Figure 2. In situ AFM topographic images (80 ~m x 80 pm) of a dsDNA microarray

containing the recognition sequence specific for ECOR1. The images were collected before

(A) and after (B) digestion with ECOR1. The cross-sectional contours below each image

reflect the average of the individual scan lines contained in the area of a single row of the

array. The in situ images were obtained in 10 mM THAM (pH 7.4) at a scan rate of 1 Hz.

Figure 3. In situ AFM topographic images (80pm x 80 pm) of a dsDNA microarray

containing the recognition sequence specific (in bold) for HaeIU (5’-GGG AAA GGG AGG

CCC AAA GGG AAA GG-3’). The images were collected before (A) and after (B) digestion

with ECOR1. See Fig. 2 caption for further details.
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CHAPTER 5. PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SELF-
ASSEMBLED DOUBLE-STRANDED DNA (dsDNA) MICROARRAYS

FOR PROTEIN: dsDNA SCREENING USING ATOMIC FORCE
MICROSCOPY

A manuscript submitted to Langmuir

Janese C. O’Brien,l John T. Stickney? and Marc D. Porterl’3

ABSTRACT
We report details on our development of a self-assembled, double-stranded DNA

(dsDNA) rnicroarray fabrication strategy suitable for protein: dsDNA screening using the

atomic force microscope (AFM). Using disulfide-modified dsDNA (26-mer) synthesized

using off-chip phosphoramidite chemistry to contain the recognition sequence for ECOR1, we

have created micron-sized mixed monolayer surfaces where both the spatial orientation and

packing density of the immobilized oligonucleotides, two critical parameters for screening

protein: dsDNA interactions, are controlled. Before exposure to ECOR1, the topography of

rnicroarrays comprised of 26-mers containing the recognition sequence for EcoR1 was

8.8 nm * 1.5 nm (n = 5), a value consistent with that predicted by X-ray diffraction studies.

After enzyme digestion, the topography of the microarray decreased to 4.3 nm t 0.8 nm

(n= 14), a value consistent with predictions based on the position of the recognition

sequence within the oligonucleotides. In contrast, the topography of microarrays comprised

of 26-mers that did not contain the recognition sequence for ECOR1 remained essentially the

same before (8.9 nm t 1.5 nm (n=5)) and after (8.3 nm k 1.4 nm (n=5)) exposure to ECOR1.

1 Microanalytical Instrumentation Center, Ames Laboratory-DOE, and Department of
Chemistry, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
2 Department of Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Molecular Biology, Iowa State University,
Ames, IA 50011
3 Corresponding author
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Furthermore, because the dsDNA were synthesized to include a fluorescein moiety above the

recognition sequence, the loss of fluorescence after exposure to ECOR1 was also used to

detect enzymatic cleavage. We believe that this technology holds tremendous promise as a

tool for the rapid and facile screening of multiple protein interactions using massively

parallel dsDNA microarrays.

INTRODUCTION

Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) microarrays have been used extensively as chip-scale

platforms for interrogation of gene expression (l), polymorphism analysis (2), and mutation

screening (3). Advancements in areas such as transcription, replication, and restriction

enzyme engineering, however, require arrays of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). Thus,

approaches to construct dsDNA rnicroarrays as well as to interrogate their sequence specific

interactions are of major significance to many facets of biotechnology.

In a recent breakthrough investigation, Church and co-workers formed dsDNA

microarrays by using enzymes to extend complimentary primers annealed to surface-

immobilized SSDNA(4). Furthermore, enzymatic cleavage at a specific sequence within the

immobilized dsDNA was demonstrated by monitoring the loss of a fluorescent label

incorporated above the cleavage site. There are, however, two limitations to the overall

accuracy of this -fabrication strategy, both of which are related to the complications of on-

chip synthesis. First, the average efficiencies of the most reliable method for on-chip single-

stranded oligonucleotide synthesis (5, 6) are 92-94% per nucleotide (6). This level of

efficiency can potentially compromise the construction of sequences for large n-mers (6, 7).
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For example, only 4 -9% of a 40-mer will be of the desired length and sequence. Second,

adjacent strands of immobilized SSDNAcan impede the transformation into dsDNA by

sterically interfering with the action of extension enzymes andlor the annealing of template

oligonucleotides. As a consequence, only a portion of the immobilized SSDNAmay be

converted to dsDNA (8). Steric effects may also reduce the effectiveness of any on-chip

labeling (e.g., fluorescent tagging) process. Together, these limitations can potentially

impact the effectiveness of an assay (8).

In a recent preliminary paper, we described a fabrication strategy for creating dsDNA

rnicroarrays (9) which draws on earlier work in constructing SSDNAsurfaces (10, 11) and

addresses these limitations. Our strategy combines the ease of self-assembled monolayer

technology with the ability of the atomic force microscope (NM) to detect changes in

topography at subnanometer lengths scales. In this work, we extend the concept of an AFM

height-based assay for the detection of specific antibody-antigen binding (12, 13) to the

detection of changes in topography indicative of specific protein: dsDNA interactions. We

also show that sequence-specific cleavage can be detected optically by positioning a

fluorescent moiety at a position in the duplex above the cleavage site and monitoring the

presence or absence of the optical signal as a function of enzyme exposure.

EXPERIMENTAL

A. Oligonucleotides. Thiol-Modifier C6 S-S and 5’-Fluorescein Phosphoramidite

(6-FAM) were purchased from Glen Research and used in the synthesis of two sets of

complimentary 26-mer oligonucleotides. These oligonucleotides were synthesized using an

ABI 394 automated synthesizer at the Iowa State University DNA Sequencing and Synthesis
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Facility via phosphoramidite chemistry to contain the disulfide modification on the 3’-end of

one strand and on the 5’-end of the compliment strand (Fig. lA,B). One complimentary pair

of oligonucleotides contained the recognition sequence (in bold) for the ECOR1 restriction

enzyme (Fig. 1A) and the other contained the recognition sequence (in bold) for the HaeIII

restriction enzyme (Fig. lB). “T” was the “dummy” base used to make the 3’-modification.

For cleavage experiments, a 5’-fluorescein functionality (designated as F*) was added to each

oligonucleotide strand containing the 3’-disulfide group (Fig. lA,B). Complimentary

oligonucleotide strands were then annealed in deionized water by heating to 95 ‘C for 15 min

and then cooling to room temperature for -1 h. All samples were subsequently protected

from light to minimize any optically-induced degradation of the fluorescently-labeled

materials.

Based pn X-ray diffraction studies, the predicted length of a 26-mer double-stranded

oligonucleotide in its B-conformation is 8.8 nm (14). From the position of the ECOR1

recognition sequence within the oligonucleotides illustrated in Fig. 1A, exposure of arrays

comprised of these oligonucleotides to ECOR1 should result in a topography decrease of

4,4 nm (Fig. lC).

B. Reagents. 6-mercaptohexanol (MCH) was purchased from Fluka and used as

received. ECOR1 was purchased from Promega. Stock solutions of enzyme reaction buffer

(90 rnM tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (THAM) (pH 7.4), 10 rnM MgClz, and

50 mM NaCl) were prepared in Millipore deionized water.

C. Gold Substrate Fabrication. Substrates were prepared using silicon wafers

((100) single crystals, Montco Silicon). The silicon substrates were cleaned in an ultrasonic

bath for 30 rnin in water and for 30 min in methanol and then dried in a stream of high purity

\ ,.—,---l—
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argon (Air Products) and placed in a vacuum evaporator (Edwards High Vacuum Products).

Next, the substrates were coated with 15 nm of chromium at 0.1 rinds followed by 300 nm of

gold (99.9%) at 0.3-0.4 nmki. During coating, the pressure in the deposition chamber was

-8 x 10-6Torr. The substrates were used either immediately upon removal from the

evaporator or stored under dry nitrogen.

D. Monolayer Formation and Photopatterning. The five-step microarray

fabrication process is summarized in Figure 2. The preparation of the compositionally

patterned monolayersparalleled the process previously described (12). Step 1 involved the

formation of a fluorinated monolayer by immersing the gold coated substrates in a 10 MM

ethanolic SOhdOII Of recrystallized (SH(CHZ)Z(CFZ)TCF3)fOr -24 hr. These SZm@3S were

then rinsed extensively with ethanol (Quantum, punctilious grade) and dried under a stream

of argon.

Step 2 entailed the photopatteming process and followed guidelines previously

described in the literature (15). The patterns were prepared by sandwiching carefully a

copper transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grid (2000 mesh (hole size: 7.5 ~m; bar

size: 5.0 pm)) (Electron Microscopy Sciences) between the monolayer-coated sample and a

quartz plate. A 200-watt, medium pressure mercury lamp (Oriel) was used as the light

source. The beam was collimated, reflected off an air-cooled, dichroic mirror (220-260 rim),

focused by a fused silica lens, and passed through the TEM grid before impinging on the

sample for -20 min. During this process, the irradiated gold-bound thiolates are converted to

various forms of oxygenated sulfur (e.g. RS03-) that are readily rinsed off the surface with

most organic solvents (16). Immediately following irradiation, Step 3 entailed the extensive

m ,, -.,, :mA:,j , .,. ,.+, .. ,..%s ,.. >. . . ,> ,. . ) a ., J,:..;. , —. .. . . . . . . , . . .. ,.,. ,, k. .-.,, . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . >;<J- /, ..,. -s,.-.>,- >. . . . , .... . . ---- --
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rinsing of the surfaces with deionized water and ethanol and their subsequent drying under a

stream of argon to expose square-shaped regions on the underlying gold.

E. DNA Array Fabrication. In Step 4, one nanomole of dsDNA was diluted with

30@ of buffer and deposited onto substrates prepared in Step 3. Our most reliable results

were obtained using 30 pL of 1 M THAM (pH 7.4) as the buffer (see Results and

Discussion). The samples were then incubated in a humid environment at room temperature

for 2 h. After incubation, samples were rinsed with copious amounts of deionized water. and

dried with argon. For enzyme cleavage experiments, dsDNA arrays were then exposed to

10 ~M MCH in 1 M TIZAM (pH 7.4) containing 0.1 M MgC12for various lengths of time.

This step displaces a portion of the adsorbed dsDNA from the surface, reducing the duplex

density and facilitating enzyme access to the recognition sequence. We note that a l-h

exposure appeared to maintain the height integrity of the array as

access to the recognition sequence (see Results and Discussion).

well as allow enzymatic

F. Enzyme Cleavage of Surface-Immobilized Oligonucleotides. The digestion

media, which was prepared using 5 ~ of ECOR1 (12 U/pL) diluted to 50 @ with enzyme

reaction buffer, was placed on the immobilized oligonucleotide array. Arrays were incubated

in a dark, humid environment for 20 h at room temperature. After digestion, samples were

rinsed with copious amounts of deionized water and dried with argon. Next, 30 pL of 1 M

THAM (pH 7.4) was placed on the array and incubated for 1 h. Given the sensitivity of

oligonucleotide topography to ionic strength (see Results and Discussion), we found that this

step was necessary to restore oligonucleotide topography to its original value after exposure

to the rather low ionic strength of the enzyme reaction buffer. Samples were again rinsed

with deionized water and dried with argon prior to imaging.

, :-7---- . . -. b. . . . . . , .,..-., -.. . . . . . ‘
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G. Instrumentation (i). Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). In situ tapping mode

AFM experiments (10 rnM TH.AM (pH 7.4)) were performed on a Nanoscope IUa AFM

(Digital Instruments) equipped with a 150pm scanner. Oxide-sharpened Si~NAcantilevers

with a normal bending force constant of 0.06 N/m were used (Nanoprobes, Digital

Instruments), with the set point amplitude of the cantilever maximized relative to its free

space amplitude in order to minimize the force applied to the surface by the tip.

(ii). X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (Xl%). A Physical Electronics Industries

5500 surface system was used for XPS characterizations. This system is equipped with a

hemispherical analyzer, toroidal monochromator, and multichannel detector. A pass energy

of 29.35 eV was used with a resolution of-0.3 eV. Monochromatic Al Ku radiation

(1486.6 eV) at 300-W was used for excitation. Photoelectrons were collected at 45° from the

surface normal, with a 5-rnin acquisition time for all samples. The Au(4f7n) emission band

served as an internal reference for binding energies. The base pressure of the XPS chamber

was less than 9 XIO-loTorr during all analyses, and the sampling area was -2 mm2. Spectral

deconvolution in the S(2p) binding energy region used Gaussian profiles with a peak width

constraint of 1.0 eV and a relative area ratio of 2:1 ((2p312):(2p112))(17). Spectral

deconvolution in the N(ls) binding energy region used a two-component Gaussian profile.

(iii). Fluorescence Microscopy. Fluorescence images were acquired using an

Olympus BX50WI epi fluorescence microscope equipped with a SenSys 1400 digital camera

(Photometric) and a mercury bulb excitation source. All images were collected using an

exciter filter (BP 470 nm – 480 rim), a dichromatic beamsplitter (DM 500 rim), and a

bandpass barrier filter (I3A 515 nm L 550 rim).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Concept. Tocreate double-stianded oligonucleotide ticromays suitable for

protein: dsDNA screening, an immobilization strategy that controls the orientation and

packing density of theoligonucleotides is essential. Iftheoligonucleotides areoriented such

that access by the protein to the target sequence is hindered by the substrate, the performance

of the assay maybe compromised. Orientation is also important from an AFM read-out

perspective. If oligonucleotides are immobilized on a surface with their long axis parallel to

the substrate, the effectiveness of the topographic detection of several sequence-specific

interactions could be reduced as well. A second critical issue when designing

oligonucleotide microarrays for screening efforts is oligonucleotide packing density. If

packed too closely, adjacent duplexes may sterically limit access of the protein to its target

sequence, Addressing these issues is critical to the creation of arrays suitable for

protein: dsDNA screening.

Our methodology for constructing dsDNA rnicroarrays was developed to incorporate

the above architectural attributes, and draws on concepts presented in our earlier reports on

height-based immunoassay (12, 13) and on modifications to a strategy for the self-assembly

of SSDNAonto gold (10, 11, 18). The methodology involves the direct deposition of double-

stranded oligonucleotides (Fig. lA,B) that were synthesized by exploiting off-chip

phosphoramidite chemistry. The oligonucleotides were engineered to 1) contain

asymmetrically substituted disulfide functionalities which direct their self-assembly onto

gold in a single preparative step (19, 20),2) include a recognition sequence that is specific to

a given restriction enzyme, 3) position the recognition sequence within the duplex such that

enzymatic cleavage will exhibit a topographic change readily detectable by AFM (Fig. lC),

.,..,,,,, :.,.7T. . . . . . . .. ,., \ i . . . . . . . . . ,,.~ ,, r , ,,.7+,....,L, ./r*.. 1- ..,,., ‘.: ! -n., .,, ,,--.’ ?*..-.;..--.~...-c.?t.., ,,,.,’, ; .:. ., ..
-. . ..-.
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and 4) contain a fluorescent tag positioned above the recognition sequence to verify cleavage

by optical microscopy. After exchange with a short chain thiol to reduce duplex density,

either AFM or fluorescence microscopy can be used to detect oligonucleotide cleavage that

results when a dsDNA array comprised.of individual oligonucleotide addresses is exposed to

a restriction enzyme that recognizes a specific palindromic sequence pre-engineered within

the immobilized oligonucleotides (Fig. lC).

The preparation of compositionally patterned rnicroarrays on gold uses the five-step

fabrication process shown in Figure 2. Briefly, Step 1 forms a thiol-derived

(CFS(CFZ)T(CHZ)ZSH)fluorinated monolayer on gold. This portion of the adlayer serves,

after photopatterning, as an internal reference plane for detection of topographic changes; its

low surface free energy also minimizes complications from nonspecific adsorption (13).

Step 2 is the photopatteming process. This process uses a metallic grid (hole size: 7.5 ym,

grid size: 5.0 ~m) as a lithographic mask. Irradiation of the sample converts the thiolate to

various oxygenated forms of sulfur that are readily washed off the gold surface with most

organic solvents (21). Step 3 removes the oxygenated adlayer by rinsing with copious

amounts of ethanol. This procedure exposes square-shaped regions on the underlying gold

that are subsequently-modified in Step 4. Step 4 exposes the patterned surface to a dsDNA

solution. This step coats the exposed regions of gold with a mixed monolayer through

cleavage of the disulfide linkages (19, 20, 22) that were covalently attached to both duplex

strands by off-chip phosphoramidite synthesis (23). Step 5 exchanges a portion of

immobilized dsDNA with a short chain alkanethiol (i.e., HO(CHZ)GSH,(MCH). This step

reduces duplex density, a key factor in increasing enzymatic accessibility to specific

recognition sequences within individual addresses.

,.- ,’,.. . . .. .. . . . . ,,. ..,-,.., ‘
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Effect of Deposition Conditions. Having already established the reliability of Steps

1-3 (Fig. 2) in previous reports on the preparation of antigenic arrays (12, 13), we began by

examining the factors that affect the architecture produced in Step 4 (Fig. 2), i.e., the

deposition of dsDNA onto the array elements exposed in Step 3. As discussed,

oligonucleotide orientation and packing density are critical from both a protein: dsDNA

interaction perspective and from a topographic read-out perspective and as such, we first

sought to identify the conditions necessary to achieve the desired oligonucleotide

architecture. Guided by the earlier findings of Heme and Tarlov regarding the assembly of

SSDNAadlayers as a function of the ionic strength of the assembly solution (10), Figure 3

presents a series of images that illustrate the effect of deposition solution on the vertical

extension of the dsDNA adsorbates. The images are composed of a pattern of topographic

differences consistent with the expectations of the photolithographic process, noting that the

presence of the alkanethiolate monolayer in the grids that surround each address serves as an

internal height reference plane.

When dsDNA was deposited in 1 M THAM (pH 7.4) (Fig. 3A), a difference between

the squares and grids of 6.8 nm was measured, a value less than the 8.8 nm predicted for a

26-mer by X-ray crystallography (14). Because Mg2+induces confirmational changes in

dsDNA (24) and is also a required co-factor for the restriction enzyme used in this study

(25), we also added 0.1 M MgC12to 1 M THAM (pH 7.4) to determine if higher topography

could be obtained. However, the addition of 0.1 M MgC12produced arrays of slightly

reduced topography, 5.2 nm (l?ig. 3B). We note that oligonucleotide deposition in 1 M

KH2P04 (pH 3.8), conditions similar to that initially reported by others (10, 11) for the

successful immobilization of thiol-modified SSDNAonto gold, produced arrays with a height

,.. .,.. ..m~t,<,,.,,,..,.,, s. . . . . . .. . . .. . ,. . ,., ,..,, .,, jab,, ... .. . . .. . . . . . ., , . . . ?.> ., -,,,:; .- . 1-. ,. .. . .,. J.&, .,, ,%~...,,. -. - ‘,.1-.. . , —--— ----- -
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difference between the squares and grids of only 1.3 nm (Fig. 3C). Furthermore, arrays

deposited in deionized water showed”little, if any, detectably measurable topographic

differences (data not shown), possibly due to a low level of dsDNA adsorption and/or an

absorbed orientation not amenable for topographic detection. The former explanation is

supported by a report that found that the surface coverage of SSDNAonto gold was strongly

dependent upon the ionic strength of the deposition solution (10).

We tested several other dsDNA modification strategies to determine if further

improvements in topographic difference could be obtained. In one such series of

experiments, we examined the topography of arrays comprised of double-stranded

oligonucleotides in which only one strand of the duplex contained the disulfide modifier.

Heights of these arrays were consistently lower than those constructed with dsDNA

containing the disulfide modification on both strands of the duplex. For example, heights of

2.4 nm, 0.6 nm, and 0.4 nm were determined for surfaces deposited from 1 M THAM

(pH 7.4), 1 M KHZPOA(pH 3.8), and deionized water, respectively (data not shown).

We also explored the use of arrays prepared using a procedure similar to that of

Herne and Tarlov (10). These experiments employed dsDNA in which only one strand of the

duplex contained the disulfide modification. We treated these oligonucleotides with

dithiothreitol to cleave the disulfide within the modifier by its reduction to a thiol and then

passed the dithiothreitol-dsDNA mixture over a size-exclusion column (Nap 10, Sephadex

G-25 DNA grade, Pharmacia Biotech) to remove the portion of the modifier reduced from

the duplex as well as excess reducing agent. Next, the resulting thiol-modified dsDNA was

placed onto compositionally-patterned surfaces created in Step 3 (Fig. 2). Surfaces were then

exposed to 1 mM 6-mercaptohexanol (MCH) in deionized water, the rationale for this step

,-:,

. .. ..-
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being that oligonucleotide displacement by MCH promotes a more perpendicular orientation

of the remaining SSDNA(10) by reducing nonspecific contacts between the dsDNA

backbone and the gold surface (18).

The topography of dsDNA microarrays formed in this manner was actually lower

than that measured ptior to MCH treatment (data not shown). It is unclear if the very low

ionic strength of the MCH solution played a part in the measured topographic decrease, given

the sensitivity of the oligonucleotides to solution ionic strength as illustrated earlier, or if a

significant amount of dsDNA was displaced from the surface by MCH, making topographic

detection difficult. Nevertheless, we determined that the approach used successfully for

SSDNAimmobilization by Herne and Tarlov was not effective for constructing dsDNA

microarrays amenable to topographic detection. In all subsequent experiments, we used the

first array fabrication method, i.e. deposition of dsDNA containing the disulfide modification

on both strands in 1 M THAM (pH 7.4) (Fig. 3A).

Compositional Verification. To characterize the surface composition of gold

modified with a dsDNA adlayer, characterizations using XPS were conducted. Figure 4

presents the S(2p) (A) and N(ls) (B) binding energy regions for bare gold modified with an

adlayer of dsDNA formed under the buffer conditions illustrated in Fig. 3A and containing

the disulfide modification on both strands. The S(2p) region (Fig. 4A) displays a single

doublet (i.e., 2p312and 2p1j2)that arises from spin-orbit coupling (17) and signals the presence

of only one form of sulfur in the adlayer. Moreover, the position of the doublet (163.1 eV

(2Pv2) and 161.9 eV (2p3,z)is consistent with sulfur as thiolate (26), the form of sulfur

expected after the self-assembly of disulfides on gold (20, 22, 27). In contrast, the N(ls)

region (Fig. 4B) displays a single feature centered at 400.9 eV. The feature contains a hint of

.,,..,.., \ :.., .. . ‘-,. ,: T,j ..,, .! 2 . . .7.>. J, ,...:,., ~, ., ,.., )V. *A.., , . ,. ,..,, . ,. -—-. -- --
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broadening on the low-energy side, suggesting the presence of two chemically distinct forms.

of nitrogen in the adlayer. We attribute this to the presence of nitrogen in two chemical

forms, i.e., as -NH2, which gives rise to the feature centered at 399.3 eV, and as heterocyclic

aromatic amines, which gives arise to the feature centered at 400.8 eV, as predicted by

examination of DNA nucleotide structure.

Optimizing dsDNA Array Density. Adlayers created in the single deposition step

illustrated in Fig. 3A could not be cleaved by ECOR1 under any experimental conditions

attempted. We attribute the lack of cleavage to duplex density. The size of the ECoRl-

dsDNA complex is -5 nm (14) and we believe that duplexes created in the manner illustrated

in Fig. 3A are too dense, inhibiting enzymatic access to the recognition sequence.

To reduce duplex density such that enzymatic access is enhanced and yet the integrity

of the microarray is preserved for topographic detection of cleavage, we adopted a two-step

approach for creating dsDNA rnicroarrays. After Step 4 in Fig. 2, we exposed the arrays to a

dilute solution of MCH for various lengths of time, i.e., Step 5 in Fig. 2. As shown by others

with single-stranded oligonucleotides immobilized on gold (10), we speculated that such

treatment would displace a portion of adsorbed dsDNA and create a lower duplex density,

thereby facilitating enzymatic access to the recognition sequence.

Because dsDNA is the only species involved in microarray fabrication that contains

nitrogen, examination of the nitrogen signal by XI% was used to evaluate the amount of

dsDNA on the surface. Figure 5 examines Step 5 (Fig. 2) of the array fabrication process and

shows the normalized XPS N(ls) peak area for a series of dsDNA microarrays plotted as a

function of exposure to 10 pM MCH in 1 M THAM (pH 7.4) containing 0.1 M MgC12. As

evident, the N(ls) signal decreases as a function of immersion time in MCH, reaching a near

,.
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constant level after -6 h. Even modest exposure times (15 rein) to such a dilute solution

displaced a measurable amount of dsDNA. We found that a 1 h exposure, where -40% of

dsDNA initially deposited onto the rnicroarray was removed, was optimal for our

experiments. Under these conditions, the topography of individual dsDNA addresses within

the array was consistent with that based on crystallographic predictions for a double-stranded

26-mer (8.8 rim). This finding suggests that oligonucleotide displacement byMCH promoted

a more perpendicular orientation of the remaining dsDNA, perhaps due to a reduction of

electronic repulsion between adjacent highly negatively charged duplexes (10).

Given the diameter of a dsDNA duplex (-2 nm) (14), the van der Waals diameter of

an alkanethiol (0.42 nm) (28), and the ratio of 2:1“alkanethiolate molecules: dsDNA duplex

before MCH treatment (arising from the use of the disulfide modifier on both duplex

strands), we estimate the coverage of dsDNA on the surface to be 2.9 x 1013duplexes/cm2

and 1.8 x 1013duplexes/cm2 before and after a 1 hr exposure to 10 @l MCH (1 M THAM

(pH 7.4), 0.1 M MgClz), respectively. This estimate assumes a closest-pack monolayer that

adopts an orientation perpendicular to the substrate. Additional structural investigations are

necessary in order to refine this rough estimate further.

We note that a topography consistent with the crystallographic prediction (8.8 nm)

was only achieved when MCH displacement was performed in 1 M THAM (pH 7.4), 0.1 M

MgC12,suggesting that ionic strength plays a role in oligonucleotide displacement. When

exposed to 10 pM MCH in deionized water for 1 h, the topography diminished from that

observed prior to MCH exposure (-6 nm) to -2 nm. In an important observation, we note

that the height of an array treated in this,manner could be restored to its height measured

before MCH treatment (-6 nm) by exposure to 1 M THAM (pH 7.4) for 1 h. This finding

. -----?Trn-l-- m., <.. ,.w. .. . . . . . . . . . .L. . . . . . . -— --?.,..,.
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suggests that the transient reduction in topography was most likely not due to severe dsDNA

displacement but, rather, to the low ionic strength of the MCH solution.

We believe the observed dependence of rnicroarray topography on ionic strength

reflects the highly charged nature of DNA at the experimental pH. We theorize that solutions

of high ionic strength maybe required to shield the strongly negatively-charged phosphate

backbone of dsDNA from adjacent duplexes. This electrostatic shielding may allow

neighboring duplexes to form a denser monolayer than that formed in the absence of

counterions, thereby allowing dsDNA to adopt a more perpendicular orientation on the gold

substrate. When exposed to low ionic strength conditions, we suspect that electrostatic

repulsion between adjacent phosphate backbones dominates, disrupting the orientation of the .

oligonucleotides and compromising the height of the array. This finding concurs with our

previous observations regarding array fabrication (see previous section).

ECOR1 Cleavage of Surface-Immobilized Oligonucleotides. Figure 6A shows an

AFM topographic image for an array formed from the double-stranded 26-mer containing a

recognition sequence specific for the enzyme ECOR1 (Fig. 1A) after exposure to 10 @l

MCH (1 M THAM (pH 7.4), 0.1 M MgC12). The 8.8 t 1.5 nm (n=5) difference in height

between grid and square regions agrees with the X-ray crystallographic prediction of 8.8 nm

for a double-stranded 26-mer in its B-conformation (14). This result demonstrates that after

MCH displacement, our approach effectively immobilizes dsDNA with its strands extending

along the surface normal. Figure 6B shows an image for an array after digestion with

ECOR1. Importantly, the difference in height between dsDNA addresses and the reference

adlayer has decreased to 4.3 A 0.8 nm (n=14). This difference is consistent with the

prediction based on the position of the recognition sequence (Fig. lA,C). It also agrees with

>-,... . ... ——,-- --- -- - .- 1
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the topographic difference found after the self-assembly of the products produced from off-

chip solution digestion (data not shown).

Figure 7 presents the results of a control experiment. These images were acquired for

an array comprised of double-stranded 26-mers prepared in the same fashion as those in

Figure 6 except that the dsDNA contained a recognition sequence specific for the restriction

enzyme HaeIU. The heights before (8.9 nm * 1.5 nm (n=5)) and after (8.3 nm A 1.4 nm

(n=5)) exposure to ECOR1 are effectively indistinguishable. This confirms that the

enzymatic cleavage of immobilized dsDNA observed in Fig. 6 is the result of specific

protein: dsDNA interactions and not the result of nonspecific enzymatic activity.

To confirm enzyme cleavage, fluorescence microscopy was used. Because the

fluorescent label is positioned above the recognition sequence (Fig. lA,B), the presence or

absence of the fluorophore can be used to confirm enzymatic cleavage. Figure 8A shows the

fluorescence image of a dsDNA microarray containing the recognition sequence for Haelll

after incubation with ECOR1. As evident, the image is composed of a defined fluorescent

pattern of 7.5 ym squares that are surrounded by nonfluorescent 5 pm-wide grids. This

result indicates that dsDNA immobilized in the square regions of the microarray is intact and

has not been cleaved by ECOR1. Figure 8B is the fluorescent image obtained from an array

comprised of dsDNA containing the recognition sequence for ECOR1 specific DNA after

incubation with ECOR1. The image only hints at the presence of a fluorescent pattern,

indicating the loss of the fluorescent label after enzyme exposure. Taken with the AFM

topography data, the fluorescence interrogation of the oligonucleotide arrays confirms the

specific cleavage of surface immobilized oligonucleotides by ECOR1.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have successfully constructed a dsDNA rnicroarray fabrication scheme suitable

for protein: dsDNA screening using the atomic force microscope. Using disulfide-modified

dsDNA (26-mer) containing the recognition sequence for ECOR1 plus alkanethiol molecules

used to adjust array density, we have created micron-sized mixed monolayer surfaces where

both oligonucleotide orientation and packing density, two critical parameters for enzymatic

access and cleavage of the immobilized oligonucleotides, are controlled. AFM investigations

reveal that the pH and ionic strength of the deposition solution, as well as the degree of

disulfide modification on the oligonucleotides, greatly affects the measured topography of

the array. After exposure to ECOR1, the height of arrays comprised of oligonucleotides

containing the ECOR1 restriction sequence was approximately half of that measured on

arrays containing oligonucleotides that did not have the recobwition sequence. Furthermore,

the disappearance of the fluorescein label upstream of the recognition sequence was used to

confirm enzymatic cleavage of the target dsDNA microarray. We believe this technology

holds tremendous promise as a tool for the rapid and facile screening of multiple protein

interactions using massively parallel dsDNA microarrays. Experiments that explore issues of

array density, digestion time minimization, and fabrication of smaller, uniquely addressed

elements are underway.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Self-assembling double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) suitable for AFM-based

screening. Disulfide-modified double-stranded 26-mer containing the recognition

sequence (in bold) specific for cleavage by ECOR1 (A) or HaeIII (B) were

synthesized using standard phosphoramidite chemistry. X-ray crystallography

predicts the lengths of 8.8 nm and 4.4 nm for the intact and cleaved oligonucleotides

in their B-conformation (14), respectively. Oligonucleotides used in cleavage

experiments were labeled with fluorescein (F*) at the 5’-end (i.e., above the

recognition sequence) for use in an optical verification of sequence specific cleavage.

The “T” indicated on end of the 3’-disulfide-modified oligonucleotide was the

“dummy base” used to make the 3’-modification. C. Conceptualized topographic

change after exposure of a surface-immobilized dsDNA microarray containing the

oligonucleotides illustrated in (A) to ECOR1.

Figure 2. Schematic of the five-step array fabrication process. Solution-annealed, double-

stranded 26-mer oligonucleotides containing the recognition sequence for ECOR1

(Fig. 1A) or HaelII (Fig. lB) are deposited onto the square-shaped addresses formed

after Step 3 (see Experimental section). When exposed to gold, the disulfides cleave
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and chemisorb as thiolates to create the densely-packed, two-component monolayer

depicted by a portion of an array element below Step 4. Step 5 creates dsDNA

microarrays suitable for screening efforts and adjusts the density and orientation of

the immobilized oligonucleotides by displacing a portion of dsDNA with

6-mercaptohexanol (MCH) to facilitate enzymatic access to the immobilized

oligonucleotides. This process is depicted conceptually by a small segment of an

array element below Step 5.

Figure 3. Effect of deposition conditions on the topography of dsDNA microarrays. dsDNA

(1 nmol) was diluted with 30 @ of (A) 1 M THAM (pH 7.4), (B) 1 M THAM

(PH 7.4), 0.1 M MgCIZ,or (C)1 M KHZPOA(pH 3.8), placed on a compositionally-

pattemed array created after Step 3 (Fig. 2), and allowed to react for 2 h at room

temperature. Surfaces were then rinsed extensively with deionized water and dried

with argon prior to imaging.

Figure 4. XPS characterizations in the S(2p) (A) and N(ls) (B) binding energy regions for

bare gold modified with an adlayer of dsDNA containing the disulfide modification

on both strands. The adlayer was formed in 1 M THAM (pH 7.4). Restricted

deconvolution of the S(2p) doublet and the N(ls) envelope was performed using the

parameters described in the Experimental section.

Figure 5. Normalized N(ls) XPS signal for dsDNA microarrays as a function of exposure to

10 pM 6-mercaptohexanol (MCH) in 1 M THAM (pH 7.4), 0.1 M MgClz.

Figure 6. In situ AFM topographic images (80 ~m x 80 pm) of a dsDNA microarray

containing the recognition sequence specific for ECOR1 (Fig. 1A). The images were

collected before (A) and after (B) digestion with ECOR1. The cross-sectional
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.

contours below each image reflect the average of the individual scan lines contained

in the area of a single row of the array. The in situ images were obtained in 10 mM

THAM (pH 7.4) at a scan rate of 1 Hz.

Figure 7. In situ MM topographic images (80pm x 80 ~m) of a dsDNA microarray

containing the recognition sequence specific for HaeIII (Fig. lB). The images were

collected before (A) and after (B) digestion with ECOR1. The cross-sectional analysis

found below each image was performed by averaging the individual scan lines

contained in the area of a single row of the array. The images were obtained in 10

rnh!lTHAM (pH 7.4) at a scan rate of 1 Hz.

Figure 8. Fluorescence images (125 ~m x 125 pm) of dsDNA rnicroarray containing the

recognition sequence specific for (A) HaellI or (B) ECOR1 after incubation with

ECOR1. The images were obtained under deionized water.
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CHAPTER 6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTUS

The work presented in this dissertation represents some of analytical chemistry’s

cross-disciplinary efforts within the areas of materials science and biology. In the area of

materials science, Chapter 2 described the synthesis and characterization of electrically

conductive sol-gel materials derived from the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of a vanadium

alkoxide. Specifically, this chapter investigated the effect of the acidic and drying conditions

used during synthesis on conductivity and reported that the conductivity of vanadium sol-gels

could be enhanced -100,000 times by manipulating these two parameters.

In the area of biologyjChapters 3-5 described the fabrication of novel biological

platforms suitable for topographic investigation by the scanning force microscope (SFM),

also known as the atomic force microscope (AFM). Specifically, Chapter 3 described the

construction of novel antigenic immunosensing platforms using spontaneously adsorbed

antibody fragments on gold. Here, immunosurfaces constructed by the spontaneous

adsorption of rabbit Fab’-SH on gold contained -4 times as many intact epitopes per square

centimeter as surfaces constructed from the spontaneous adsorption of whole molecule IgG.

Epitope density is critical to the early detection of disease and, as such, surfaces that display

increased epitope density may prove valuable for diagnostic screening efforts.

Perhaps the most notable work contained in this dissertation is that found in Chapters

4 and 5. Chapter 4 introduced a novel fabrication scheme for creating self-assembled

double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) microarrays suitable for protein: dsDNA screening using the

atomic force microscope. Chapter 5 explored this strategy and characterized more fully the

preparation of these microarrays. Such work expands existing microarray fabrication

—— .-
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technologies by utilizing higher efficiency synthesis strategies and relying solely on

molecular self-assembly. We believe that this advancement may lead to more cost-effective

strategies for rnicroarray mass production efforts as well as reduce the overall cost of the

fabrication process, thereby potentially enabling researchers to make sia~ificant inroads in

the areas of genomics, expression analysis, and protein engineering.

While Chapters 4-5 represent a novel development in the area of dsDNA microarray

fabrication technology, significant work is yet to be done. Perhaps the most important future

work in this area is expansion of the fabrication scheme to permit independent addressing of

individual elements within the array. More specifically, schemes which allow the placement

of different dsDNA probes with varying sequences on adjacent regions of the surface is

necessary if this technology is to be useful from a high-throughput screening perspective.

Once approach that may prove useful is to localize the oxidation chemistry used

currently to create our arrays. The light source used in Chapters 4-5, a mercury bulb,

irradiates several square millimeters of substrate. When using a transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) grid as a mask and after rinsing in the appropriate solvent, multiple bare

gold regions are created and, consequently, are modified by the same probe. Localization of

the oxidative process would potentially create only one bare gold region that would then be

modified by the desired probe. Such localization could be achieved without the use of masks

by using a UV laser capable of irradiating only small regions of a surface. After deposition

of the dsDNA probe, the laser could then irradiate an adjacent region that could be

subsequently modified with a second probe. Such selective irradiation could be

accomplished either by rastering the laser beam across an alkanethiol-modified surface or

using arrays of micrornirrors to reflect laser light to the desired region of the surface.
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Multiple cycles of irradiation followed by deposition would create an array with different

dsDNA probes on adjacent regions of the surface.

Future work can also be done in the area of modifier chemistry. The disulfide

modifier used in Chapters 4-5 directs duplex self-assembly onto gold via thiolate bond

formation and creates a mixed monolayer surface in a single preparative step. Future

changes in the structure of the modifier could be done to include, for example, a moiety to

minimize nonspecific adsorption of proteins onto areas separating duplex addresses. In

another approach, the modifier could be engineered to contain a metal colloid or magnetic

particle whereby the properties of the metallic label (size, magnetic susceptibility, etc) serve

as a label to identify the adjacent oligonucleotide sequence. This would eliminate the need

for individual element addressing as well as enable non-AFM-based read-out methodologies.

<ii.
Similarly, advances in detection technology will undoubtedly compliment future

advances in array fabrication and modifier design. Furthermore, advances in”the areas of

laser spectroscopy and magnetism may also lead to new rnicroarray read-out schemes, such

as fluorescence or magnetics, that may prove more sensitive and cost-effective than AFM-

based detection. Advances in these areas and others will surely move forward the field of

microarray fabrication and miniaturized analytical detection.

This work was performed at Ames Laboratory under contract no. W-7405-Eng-82

with the U. S. Department of Energy. The United States Government has assigned the

DOE Report Number IS-T 1904 to this thesis.


